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ABSTRACT

1-h This study examined the feasibility of a U.S. Army

Collegiate Commissionrng Program (CCI) as a supplemental method

of officer procurement. The study assumed that any CCP will

A! operate like the Marine Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) Program and

used data from the PLC Program and existing Army programs (FOTC,

USMA9 OCS) as the basis for predict3.ng CCP results.

The study investigated the U.S. undergraduate collegiate

population, Army officer procurement goals, program production

capabilities, costs, and retention rates, projected through

fiscal year 1982.)

The study found that through FY 1982 a sufficient

4collegiate population will continue to exist t meet projected

Army officer procurement and production goals. Existing offi-

cer prorrams, however, may produce a significant annual deficit

after 1980 because they do not thoroughly cover the entire

undergraduate population. The study also found that (1) CCF

can initially be expected to produce 3,300-4,000 new officers

per year, (2) that CCP source officers will cost about ter

thousand dollars per capita (in 1975 dollars), and (3) that

CCP officers can be expected to experience a 15-28% retention

rate beyond ten years commissioned service.

The study determined that: (1) expansion of existing

Army procurement programs (ROTC, USMA, OCS) to meet projected--

i / ' ' ,e'



4 -PFY S2 production goals is not cost effective; (2) thwaCCP can

be expected to alleviate most of the expected officer short-

falland (3) 4hvt CCP will procure officers at an Initial

and at a * year per-capita cost lower than any exisl.,vt-,

program

"- The study concluded that CCP is a feasible supplement

to existing programs in terms of procurement potential and
A7

productivity, cost effectiveness, and retention. The study

also concluded that .the combination of existing programs (with

present operating costs per-capita) plus CCP (similarly funded)

may not achieve projected FY 1982 production goals. The

study recommended development of a CCP model for detailed

analyb~s and evaluation during the next 16-36 months (Septem-

ber, 1978-May, 1980),

!-
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Department of Defense is charged to provide the

United States with an economical and effective defense struc-

tu~a. Vanawers within the Department of Defense are constantly

searching for ways to improve the defense structure at a lower

cost. Protgrams that are not cost effective usually cannot be

justified to the, Congress. The nefpnse Departmont's concern

over money allocated to officer procurement proerams is tyrical

of the. concern expressed towards any big budget items pro&',ramto

that have proven performance records rarely encounter difficulty

in Congress while those programs that produce officers at a

higher cost usually encounter a great deal of difficulty.

A recent development In the officer procurement area

is the idea of an Army Collegiate Commissioning Program (CCr).

The program originated in the Office of the Assistant Secret~ar.

of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and centered arnurid the

Idea of recruiting male undergraduate college students for -A.!

officer program that did not require attendance in PCT2 type

classes but did require ten or twelve weeks of precommirsiornin

training during summer vactions. After the student complted

his training and earned his bachelor's degree he would be



commis3io!.ed an a reserve officer and assigned to active duty

ror three years.

T 'Ned fnr the ;tudy

The CCP Frogram has been discut:ued within thes;,

ment of Defense, the Department of the Army and the tarine

Corps but there has not been a comprehensive study of whether'

CCP can actually do what the Army believes such a program

would have to accomplish.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to determine whether an

Army Zollejrate Commissioning Frogram is potentially a worth-

while officer procurement source. The areas to be investigated

ares

(1) If Army officer production requirements do not

change, can ROTC produce its assigned share of officern through

1982?

(2) Is there a sufficient male full-time undergradiiate

population to annually produce 4,500-5,000 CCF source orfic-:

(3) Will CCF- be cost. efftctive in ,.omp.,ri:3nn to oth. r

Army officer procurement proprams?

(4) What will be the comparative retention rate of "

source officers?

Method of Study

This study Investigates the fea!:ibility of a Collp~late

Commissioning Prograrm by reviewing Army ROTC production ro.aIr•-

ments throuvh 1982 and then comparing recent histori,'al
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participation and production iovals against the available mali

POTC college population, The "Cl' production question has beenr

reviewed by identifying the full-time undergraduate male popula-

tion at both Army POTC and non-Army ROTC cn1lepes and apr-`,ini-

recent RGTC and PLC procurement and attrition data to pred, t

potential production.

This study assesses per capita cost by reviewing rLPU

assigned accession expenses and Army CCP cost estimates and

comparing these costs against the stated expenses of other

major officer procurement programs.

Comparative retention rates by procurement source be-

yond ten years commissioned service were reviewed and, based

upon cost per accession and the retention rate, a comparative

cost per officer by program was determined.

Assumptions

There are two fundamental assumptions inherent to the

study: (1) That a CCP will operate in a manner similar to the

S'arine PLC Prorram and (2) that students will participatp in

CCP for the same reason that members participate in the A-my

Reserve Cfficers Training Corps (rOTC)i to carn a commi.-sion

or determine if they want to earn a commission in the Army.

N Iimitations

This study did not address the impact of potential

increased female participation in ROTC or the possibility that

the Army might substantially alter the existing ?OTC ratio betwenn

males and females in order to achieve annual production goaI3.



Further, the potential market at lunlor cullepen was not

analyzed because it was believed that CCF source officers who

possessed only an issociate depree would not be educationally

comDetitive with officers from other commissioning sourcas who

possessed a bachelors degree.

The potential for increased production from the U.S.

Vilitary Academy was not addressed since hither production

would require the expansion of existing facilities and this

expansion could only be achieved at a cost which Congress would

probably consider prohibitive.

The Officer Candidate School (OCS) was not considered

a likely source of additional. officers. In view of the current

Army plan to increase OCS production from 350 in 1975 to 2,165

by 1970 it is probably not reasonable to expect OCS to produce

an additional 3,000-5,000 officers annually. 2

Forecast of Subsequent Chapters

This study evaluater the feasibility of an Army CCr by

presenting and interpreting information in the follnwine

manners

Chapter II# A review of related literature and the

recent performance of the PLC Frogram has been corducted.

Chapter Ills RCTC procurement and production goals

through FY 19A2 and a market analysis of potential CCF

production constitutes the majority of Chapter I.l. The

chapter concludes with a brief presentation of per -apita

costs by program and retention rates of career officers by

commissioning source.
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Chapter IlVi This chapter is essentially an analysis

of the evidence presented in Chapter lIT as it relates to C1'2

potential capabilities in the areas of procurement, production,

attrition, cost and retention.

Chapter Vi Conclusions and recommendations regard T

areas that might merit further study are presented.

Background

The CCP has never been authorized to recruit an officer

or been allotted any money by Congress. The program is a con-

cept that was initially discussed between representatives of

the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defcnl;, (I(a;,ow,.r 31'"'

Reserve Affairs (U&RA)) and the Marine Corps Officer Procure-

ment Section during October and November of 1974.3 The

representatives from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of

Defense (M&RA) were interested in learning all t:hey could

about the Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) Program so

that they could build a CCP model that might resemble PLC.

The purpose of the CCP concept and model development was

apparently to determine whether a PLC type program could

satisfy increased Army production requirfiments, supplement

ROTC and avoid the n'!'ed to ask Congress for an increase in the

Army ROTC Scholarship Program, The Marines provided the

information with some unstated misgivings because the prospect

of the Army enteriný a virtually private Marine Corps recruit-

ing source was unatt'active. Unkliown to the Corps at the

time, the Army was equally suspicious of the CCP concept be-

cause the procuament appeal of the program was uncertain.
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The Karines heard very little about CCP during 1975.

This was Just as well since the Marine Corps Officer Procure-

ment Section was engaged in preparing correspondence to the

Department of Defense regarding an attempt to cecure perr°-nent

authority for their PLC stipend program. This effort, wh•i.

then did not appear to be related to CCP, proved to be the

rebirth of the CCP concept.

The Corps forwarded its recommended proposal for

status of the stipend to the Department of Defense. The Depart-

sent of Defense concurred with the proposal and i- March, 1976,

added another proposal to the Bill. The March 11, 1976,

letter from Mr. Richard A. Wiley, Office of the General Counsel

of the Department of Defense, to the Director of the Office of

Management and Budget stated in parts

The purpose of the proposed legislation is to
authorize financial assistance to members of the
Marine Corps Platoon Leader Class (PLC) program and
to extend such financial assistance to other simil-
arly situated officer candidates while they are
pursuing a baccalaureate degree. This will permit
the services to actively pursue an officer procure-
ment program which can be expected to provide a
stable base of required officer accessions each year
in a zero draft or all-7olunteer force climate.4

There was never any question that the other services

had the authority to develop a commissioning program similar

to the PLC Program; that authority already existed under

Section 600, Title 10, .S. 5

The significant issues in this correspondence were that

the other services could develop a PLC type program with a

comparable stipend and that the CCP idea was resurrected. If

in fact, the concept haO ever died.
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CCP took another step forward on June 3, 1976, when

Vice Admiral John G. Finneran, Deputy Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Military Personnel Policy) testified before the Sub-

committee on Manpower and Personnel of the Committee on Armed

Services that the CCP concept might benefit the active m, itary

forces by attracting officers at a lesser cost in comparison

to ROTC and that a CCP with a stipend could supplement the

academies and the ROTC programs. 6 This testimony indicates

that Admiral Finneran and his staff obviously thought that a

CCP was cost effective in comparison to ROTC. Later, during

the same hearing, Admiral Finneran testified to Senator Nunn

that some ROTC units which had not been operating at productive

rates had either been closed or placed on probation and that he

Sarbelieved that a Collegiate Commissioning Program could be used

to manage the ROTC program and reduce the overall cost of a

commission without jeopardizing the officer force structure. 7

Admiral Finneran apparently believed that if a CCP was insti-

tuted then some of the least productive ROTC units could be

closed and the. cheaper CCP would produce more than enough

officers to make up for the ROTC closings.

Since CCP appeared to be attractive to Admiral

Finneran, the subcommittee was anxious to find out what th-a

Army thought about the program. Their position was somewhat,

guarded. Passage of the Bill was recommended in the Army's

statement but CCP was not a procurement source that was going

to be developed unless ROTC failed to meet production goals.8
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The Army position wan not surprisinh. POTC had been a

successful procurement source and as lone as it remained that

* way the Army had no desire to enter a market that possessed

unproven potential.

Admiral Finneran's testimony frequently referred co

cost effectiveness and that CCF would be a cheap source of

pood officers. At one point in the proceedings, Admiral

Finneran stated that the Army ?OTC Scholarship Program cost

approximately $22,000.00, the Army ROTC (non-scholarship)

commissionee cost $13,000.00, the PLC averaged about $11,000.00,

and the NROTC (non-scholarship) cost about $24,000.00.9

He apparently provided the cost data to indicate that if CCP

were like PLC, it would be comparatively inexpensive.

Admiral Finneran*s testimony before the Senate Armed

Services Committee on June 3, 1976, resulted in an extension

of the stipend law until June 30, 1977, at which time the law

will require either permanent statutory authority or termina-

tion. Should the law be enacted, then the CCP concept will

be an alternative available to the Army. There is no rea:;rn

to believe at this time that the CCP concept wil1 be ch~nvedj

before the Bill is reintroduced to ConFress in 1977.

There is a reasonable possibility that an Army CCP

would be similar to PLC in the areas of attrition and produc-

tion. Since CCP could behave like PLC, a review of the Corps'

experience with PLC could be a worthwhile method of examining

the CCP potential.



FOOTNOTES

1 Based upon a conference at Headquarters, U.S. rr"-ine
Corps between representatives of the Marine Corps Officei cocure-
went Section and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of 'fc'nse
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs), Subjects The Collegiate
Commissioning Program, Officers presents Lt. Col. B. H. Thomas
(USUC), LTC Jack Gentry (USAF), MAJ P. E. Tucker (USYC), Capt.
J. E. Ingersoll (USYC), Washington, D.C., October, 1974.

2 Department of Defense, "Officer Accession Plan (Line
Officer and MSC) FY 77-82" (Washington, Headquarters, Depart-
ment of the Army, 1976) (n.p.).

'Conference at Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, Subjects

The Collegiate Commissioning Program, a. cit.

4 Based on Official Correspondence between Mr. Richard A.

Wiley, Office of the General Counsel of the Department of
Defense, and the Honorable James T. Lynn, Director, Office of
Vanagement and Budget, March 11, 1976.

5 U.S., General and Permanent Laws of the United States

in Force on January 20, 1971, 10 U.S.C. 600.

6 U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed Services,

Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel, M'arine Coas Platoon
Leaders Class, Hearing, 94th Congress, 2n-d--es.,-June 3, 1976
(Wawh igtons Government Printing Office, 1976), p. 3.

7 1bid.

8 Ibid.

9 Ibid., pp. 4-5.
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CHAPTED II

REVIEW OF I CTEPATUA E ANT) TE'

,ARI.N,,Z COPPS PLC PRTC7A!.

This chapter contains a general literarj review and the

backgrouand and recent performance of the PLC Program. The re-

view of literature is essentially directed at the reasons

certain types of material were used, where this material

orlirinated and how the information supports .-ubsequent

chapters of the :;tudy. A detailed documentary review i. con-

tained in Appendix C. The recent performance of the !1t:

Program has been presented in order to provide historical back-

pround and a data base that can be related to CCP later in

J the study.

Review of Literature

Officer procurement programs attracted a great deal of

Interest prior to 1973, however, since the end of thr college

protest era and U.S. involvement in Indochina there ha -; a

rene,-l reduction in the amount of published material.

The material published in books, newspapers, marazirnv-

and other periodicals from 1966 to 1973 usually addressE-d the

problems that ROTC was encountering on campuses throu.hout

the country, It is difficult to review general interest type

magazines (Time, Newsweek), military magazines, The Con,'ressinma]

10



Record, major newspapers or various Prreldential Comminsion

reportsi that were published ditrin( thin period withoui ds;.over-

Ing an article relating to the military reeruitlin system.

M•any of these articles were critical of the military or ,-'fered

little prospect that officer procurement would ever recovt

from the Vietnam War.

This material is generally outdated when studying

current or potential problem areas; however, the articles do

have historical value.

The literature relative to this study is essentially

either produced by the Department of Defense (DOD) or one of

its subsidiary agencies or the DOD has been a primary source

for the material fextracts from the Congressional Record, studies,

or essays). The only exceptions to this statement concern various

statistical publications (Yearbook of Higher Education, Accredited

In.titutions _ofHiher ducation) regarding undergraduate enrol-

lment projections and portions of laws that address officer

I procurement.

Investigation of the feasibility of Implementing an

Army CCP addresses four areas: (1) potential ROTC production,

(2) potential CCP production, (3) comparative cost, and (4)

potential retention, The available Information regarding these

areas is generally located in published regulations and reports

or unpublished point papers, accession plans, fact sheets.

talking papers, letters and memorandums. Despite the fact

that such of the material is unpublished, there did not appear

to be any reason to suspect that it was invalid or inaccurate.
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In fact, to the contrary, it was probably very accurate since

the material was prepared by numerous Army and Marine action

officers and used in correspondence with Conerress, the Office

of Management and Budget and the respeutive services to

develop future requirements and goals or to assess pro-'rzi

performance.

Since the majority of the literature has been collected

from Headquarters, Department of the Army; Headquarters, U.S.

Marine Corps; the Office of Institutional Research, West

Point, New Yorks and reports from the U.S. Army Training and

Doctrine Command, the material is not readily available to

the average scholar. The information upon which this study

is based was obtained after a microfiche search of the Eefense

Documentation Center from the data terminal located at the

U.S. Army Command and General Staff Collere, Fort Leavenworth,

__ Kansas; correspondence with the Director of Institutional

Research, Office of Institutional Research, 4est Point, New

Yorks visits to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the

Army (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and visita to the Recruit-

ment Branch, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, Washington, L.C.

Both the Army and Marine Corps were willing to provide co'ies

of unpublished data and further clarify the data contents in
informal discussions.

The facto, analysis and conclusions presented in s;ub-

sequent chapters are derived from the previously mentioned

material.
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The ROTC production analysis through 1982 is supported

by a historical review of recent ROTC performance and POTC

production goals established by the Army. Report= from the

U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command and statistical Ota

regarding projected ROTC enrollment levels were compared

against projected male undergraduate enrollment levels through

1982. The latter information was obtained from The Yearbook

of Higher Education.

Information upon which to analyze potential CCP produc-

tion was provided from Marine Corps PLC enrollment, attrition

and commissioning reports, an analysis of the non-Army ROTC

college undergraduate population and recent ROTC participation

levels derived from reports of the U.S. Army Training and

Doctrine Command.

The comparative per capita and estimated gross costs

of CCP were compiled from letters between the Department of

Defense and the Office of Management and Budget, testimony

in th.e Conrressional Record, memorandums of Army and Marine

-officers, reports, talking papers, fact sheets and point

papers provided by Headquarters, Department of the Army and

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps.

Potential CCP career retention in comparison to the career

retention levels of existing officer procurement programs was

obtained by a review of retention data provided by the Office

of Institutional Research and unpublished material available

in the Varine Corps Recruitment Branch and the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and Reserve Affairs).
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Since any Army CCF would exist within the framework of

the law, it was necessary to review the statutes which related

to military commisRioning programs. The specific laws which

appear to have the greatest bearing on officer procureme-t

programs in general are Title 10, L.S. C.ode and Title 2Z,

Code. 1  Public Law 9-172 has a specific application to C1.3;

because permanency of the statute will permit the Secretary

of the Army to develop an Army CCP with a stipend, 2

This study has addressed a different potential method

of Army officer procurement. The idea is not novel because

the Marines have used a PLC Program for forty-two years13

however, the literature, because it is essentially raw data, has

required a considerable amount of tying together and attempting

to correlate Army material or existing Army programs, Further,

after the Army and M.arine data was analyzed it was necessary

to assess the potential productivity of a hypothetical program

based upon statistical estimations of future college male popula-

tions, In the area of assessment of potential CCP productivity

and the relative ROTC participation percentages of male

students at Army ROTC sponsor colleges of different sizes,
this study, to the best of the writer's knowledge, is original.

PLC Background

The Marine Corps PLC Program is an officer candidate

program for full-time male undergraduate students (less seniors)

who are attending regionally accredited colleges or universi-

ties. Successful completion of all precommissioning training

requirements and receipt of a baccalaureate results in appoin.-

sent as a second lieutbnant in the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve.,
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The PLC Program was founded in 1935 and since has be-

come the keystone of Marine Corps officer procurement.

Currently. PLC produces in excess of forty percent of all U.S.

Marine Corps Reserve officers. Further, when the PL." itster

program, the Officer Candidate Class Program, is added v,

production figures these two programs produce nearly seven of

every ten Marine Corps officers. 7  The Marine Corps obtains

the remaining thirty percent of its officers from the Naval

Academy, active duty sources and the NROTC (Marine Option)

Pgram.

PLC procureoant, while always significant, has not

always recruited am many students as the Marine Corps desired.

In fact, from 1968 through 1971 the program consistently

failed to reach quota objectives and the Marine Corps became

concerned that one of its two major sources of officers was

becoming a noncompetitive programe In view of the four year

failure trend, the Marine Corps started a major effort to

revitalis PLC by requesting the Department of Defense to

"sponsor legislation in Congress which would provide an optional

stipend corresponding to the monthly subsistence payments

awarded members of the ROTC Advanced Course.

The Department of Defense concurred with the recommenda-

tion and requested the Department of the Navy to provide draft

legislation and correspond with the Speaker of the House of

Representatives* Acting Secretary of the Navy John W. Warner

outlined the Marine Corps Financial Assistance proposal in

correspondence on February 20, 1971s
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It is envisioned that under normal circumstances,
Financial Assistance could be provided to a selected
Platoon Leaders Class candidate only during the school
year (nine months) and then only if he satisfactorily
completes the required military training during the
previous summer. There would be no additional cloth'ng,
training or travel expenses beyond those currently
existing In the present flatoon Leaders Class. A
stipend equal to that paid to members of the Senior
Reserve Officers' Training Corps is considered an
appropriate amount to provide partial assistance in
defraying educational costs, though not so much as to
be the main attraction for enrollment. In return for
acceptance of financial aid, individual candidates
would become liable for a minimum of two years enlisted
service should they fail to complete the program by
acceptance of a commission, with an increasing service
obligation of six months for each part or whole school
year during which financial assistance was received. With
acceptance of a commission, an officer's initial peýriod
of active duty would be increased by six months for each
academic year during which he received subsidy, commenc-
Ing. with a two and one-hnlf year obligation for those
who complete the program without drawing any subsidy.9

The Congress approved the Financial Assistance proposal

and the President signed Public Law 22-172 on November 7, 1971.

The law provided the payment of a stipend, at the same rate

authorized for Senior Course ROTC cadets, to eligible members

enrolled in a Yarine Corps Officer Candidate Program. 1 0

The PLC Program experienced a surge in recruitin, imn-

mediately after passage of the law and for the first time

since 1967 the annual quota was exceeded.1i Further, the re-

cruiting quota had not been reduced in order to attain the neces-

sary numbers. 1 2 Since 1972 the PLC Program has consistently

exceeded recruiting quotas.13 Appendix A. Tables 1-5 are a de-

tailed examination of PLC production and recruiting results from

1968-1976.

It is possible that the PLC stipend was not the only

factor which contributed to PLC success. The improved campus
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recruiting climate, the diminishing role of the U.s. military

in Indochina and an economic recession may also have contributed

to increased PLC success.

Recent PLC Performance

The Yarine Corps conducts PLC recruiting through r.arin'

Corps Officer Selection Officers (CSOs) located in fifty-eight

cities throughout the continental United States. These offi-

cers recruit eligible male college freshmen, sophomores and

juniors at regionally accredited colleges and universities

for the PLC Program through a quota system that is roughly

established by analysis of the male undergraduate population

within the six Marine Corps recruiting districts. Officer

Selection Officers are not restricted from recruiting at

universities where other commissioning programs are located

and it is interesting to note that of the 606 PLC officers

commissioned in Fiscal Year 1974, 404 were located at

campuses which hosted either NROTC, AFROTC, or Army ROTC. 1 4

This fact is not really surprising since ROTC programs are

usually located at the larger universities and the Warln#'

Corps Officer Selection Officer traditionally has conducte0'

his recruiting efforts where he can reach the largest poten-

tial recruiting population in the shortest time. There ave

probably some exceptions to this practice, particuarly when

a small college has a history of PLC interest, but in general,

the recruiter travels to the greatest population centers.

The PLC is a program that permits voluntary disenrol-

lment unlese a member has received the stipend. The voluntary!



disenrollment concept occasionally causes difficulty in re-

taining members and attrition is always a source of rreat

concern. This attrition can be identified by two major

areas: training attrition and nontraininp attrition.

The FLC member who is enrolled as either a fre:;hri-

or sophomore will attend two uix week summer training

sessinns and the PLC junior will attend one ten week training

session. All training is conducted at Officer Candidates School,

Marine Corps Development and Education Command, Quantico,

Virrinia. 1 5 PIC training attrition since 1970 has not

fluctuated more than ten percent and has averaged about
16

twenty percent per year. There are a number of factors which

have a bearing on training attrition, not the least of which

is the training philosophy of the commandinp officer. For

example, training attrition in the PLC Frorram between 197W

and 1975 decreased by nearly seven percent and only one signifi-

cant factor changed during that period, the commanding officers. 1 7

Table 6, Appendix A indicates 1969 training attrition was icw,?r

(9.13 percent) than in subsequent years. The an!wer ,b,-

nttributed to the 14C conditions of rpleanf at that tin'y;

PIW summer traininr failures were assigned to recruit triinirr

at the Varine Corps Recruit Cepot, Farris; Islard, 'Jinth 2arlvjnr.

Apparently the specter of "boot camp" wa. a powerful atlmuluI to

complete summer training. Drnft pressure during that pnrio'

was probably another factor that kept attrition at a hower

level. The practice of requi'ing summer trainin# failures

to attend recruit training was discontinued in 1970.
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PIC training attendance projections for 1977 and 1971

are optimistic but probably attainable if attrition in the

prorram cnntinue-: to decreaý;e,. The Marine ':orps projercted iFr,

June, 1976, that 3. 150 candidfi t.!; would report for tr.);

in each of these years and alproximately K.50( would coti I

18training.

The second factor in the r1C attrition equation is non-

training losses. The FL" members of the rraduating classes

of 1972-1975 provide some insight into total attrition and

"since training attrition is Fenerally predictable, nontrain-

ing attrition can be deduced. From 1961 throurh 1975 the

annual PTC input wan approximately 2,200. This input was sut;-

divided by academic classes in the foliowinr manner: 900

freshmen, 700 sophomores and 600 juniors. The freshmen and

sophomores attended training twice and lost about twenty

percent of the class each time they attended training. Hence,

'the 1,600 freshmen and sophomores were reduced to approximately

1,000 by the time they completed all of their precommissionIng

training. The juniors attended one ten week summer tra:ninri

session and Praduated about t0O of the oririnal 600. An,:e only

31.29 percent of all FLC members are commissioned and 2,2"')

were procured, 699 could be expected to succecssfully complete

VI the program.19 This implies that 1,512 members did not com-

plete the propram and 720 of the 1,512 failures were trrinirr

failures. If 720 is subtracted from 1,512 it can be d.ter-

mined that 792 were nontraining lo.;ses; or the averagc n,,n-

training loss during the undergraduate period was fifty-'hree



percpnt of the tntal losses;. The ri.c cumulative attrition

figures at T~hle 7, Appendix A. cnnflirm this; deductive proc,-'..;,

The I'LC ntips-nd was briefly addrs!.;d in ý'.harter I to

permit the introduction of the evolution o'f C'.PC•; bawyV"

there was no discussion of the stipend as a management t-

Simply put, the stipend prog.ram Is the Corpr' "mailed fist

in a velvet glove." PLC candidates who receive the stipend

aigree to accept a commission or, if they become unqualified

for a commission for other than medical rea-cons, perform

active duty as an enlisted Farine.20 (The enlisted obligation

Is rigidly enforced.) The stipend program has grown from

444 in 1972 to 1,022 participants in 1976. 2 The tarines

project that by 19P0 they will spend an estimated 4:1,260,o'O.orC

for 1,1400 participants.22 9hile it is too early to establish a

trend, the stipend program has attracted about thirty-five ,.ar-

cent of the eligible PLC population for the past four years. 2 3

This constant percentage has permitted the 1;arines more

accurately to predict production from FLC and these predic-

tions, if they continue to le accurate, can serve a.; a

stabilizing influence on thn planned input of :ihnr term.

programs like the Officer Candidate Class. Anothr-r ten,•fit

which has probably accrued from the stipend is decreas, .

attrition. PLC source officers who graduated from colleige ir

1975 had a modest four percent less attrition than those who

graduated in 1972, a class which did not have the stipeT.d

program. This attrition decrease occurred during a periaod

when such pressures as the absence of the draft and the r-w

Varine Corps policy of voluntary release from CCS withou,



mandatory reeruit trainin' could have causod attrition to

increase. Further, there is virtually no attrition among

stipend participants. While records have not been maintained

on the stipend program other than the names of stipend

ticipants and the reasons that caused separation, it appe:j-s

safe to speculate that less than five percent fail-to .-ain a

commission. It is probably too early to attribute the entire

attrition decrease to the stipend program, however, the

initial results are encouraging and if the trend continues

the stipend program will have proved its worth as a tool in

reducing attrition.

The Marines established in 1973 a conceptualized goal

for the production mixture from their various officer procure-

ment prorrams.25 The PLC portion within the total was fifty-
26eight percent. A review of Marine Corps officer production

from 1970 to 1976 indicates that PLC has not produced its

conceptualized share (Table 13, Appendix A). Since the .'.arine

Corps commissioned the required number of officers during the

seven year period it is obvious that some of the other -rogr-ms

were producing more than their planned share. The Marines

were probably fortunate that they did not commit themsp~lv.!

to the conceptualized goal by depending on FLC to produce

fifty-eight percent while decreasing production from their

other officer sources. The production mix which the Yarines

thought best, and the PLC failure to provide its share of -h-.

whole, was not so much an indictment of PLC as it was of the

planners who developed the idea. A key point to be learne~d
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from the VarIne experience Is that rdltance on a sinrle prorram

to produce fifty to seventy prcent of the total requirement in

extremely dangerous. If such a plan is actually Implemented,

then substantial resources must be committed to that prr -vm.

Resource commitment and a disproportionate requirement p• ci

on one program decreases flexibility across the entire spectrum

and could jeopardize the overall goal because other procure-

ment programs may not be able to speed up production in time

to offset the deficit.

The Marines might have- reached the PLC conceptualized

goal by a substantial increase in recruiting resources or a

restructuring of PLC by making the stipend mandatoryl however,

the other programs would still have been In operation and it

is unlikely that a shift in existing resources would have

been sufficient to cover the increased FLC requirement and

still keep every other program open. If the stipend had been

made mandatory, many members might have disenrolled rather

than accept the active duty obligation. History has proven

that commitment to the conceptualized goal was an unnecesqv-y

risk.

PLC Cost and Retention

The PLC Program had an estimated assitned cost In 1975

of $11,900.00 per commissionee.27 The itemized cost elements

are located in Table R, Appendix A.

Retention of PLC source officers who have between ten and

twenty years of commissioned service is twenty-eight percent.
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The Military Academy has a retention rate of over sixty perr:ent"

and the Army ROTC scholarship program has a retention rate that

exceeds forty percent. 3 0  The PLC retention rate is smaller than

West Point and scholarship programs but these rates are diffi-

cult to cnmpare because officers from reserve source pro .r,-:

do not have the same opportunity to remain on active duty that

is afforded to regular source officers. The Marine Corps has

especially stringent requirements for reserve officers to

augment into the regular establishment. PLC source officers

must compete with other reserve officers for the limited regular

officer vacancies in a particular year group and it is not in-

conceivable for a year group already to be filled with the

maximum number of regular officers. Under this condition, no

reserve officer could be absorbed into the regular force regard-

less of his qualifications. To the degree that each military

service has different standards for retaining reserve and regular

officers beyond their initial period of obligated duty, the

Marine Corps reserve officer procurement programs compete at a

disadvantage and this disadvantage should be takon into acenlirt

when comparative career retention rates are evaluated.

The PLC Program occupies a central position in the

Marine officer procurement structure. I'C allows procurement

flexibility by allowing recruiting at nearly all regionally

accredited institutions, yet it generally exists in harmory

with NROTC, the Naval Academy and the Officer Candidate Class

Program.
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PLC requirements are not so large that the procurement

structure has become unbalanced. The karines have preferred a

more even approach to officer production and this has permitted

a larger number of students to have access to a commissi-i ir

protgram.

The Corps appears to have recognized the need to reach

the entire college population with a comparatively inexpensive

program,

t.
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C!'•ArT"P III

T.iE COILEGIAh (o'i)'Y.ISSIONIN;G rRuGRA..,

AN AN;ALYSIS OF FCTENTIAL FRIVLICT'O1N,

COUPARATIVE COST AND IRET•NTION:

The information in this chapter addresses a CCP con-

ceptualized production goal established by the Army in 1976.

R•CO' procurement and-production goals through FY 1902, a sub-

stantive CCP market analysis and the methodology used to

establish the market analysis, comparative costs per various

officer programs and retention levels by commiRsioninp sourcee.

ROTC Frocurement and Production Goals

The Army's total need for new officers from FY 1977

through PY 19P2 ranges from a low of 15,546 In the initial

year to a high of 16,934 in FY 1990.1 The total requirement

does not change muchl however, the proportion of each program's

contribution within the structure changes considerably. The

current production plan calls for ?OTC In FY 1977 to contribute

only thirty-eight percent to the overall poall however. dwo- t-

shifts in emphasis during the six year period, by 92 190

must produce sixty-two percent of all officers if the Army

is to make its poal.2 Another way of looking, at the POTg'

production increase is to compare actual FY 1975 production

29
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to FY 19ql planned production. When the two years are comparad,

the planned 'UOTC production Increase i:; a stapjerinj. 141 per-

cent.,

The Army ROTC production problem is even more f!,_--1oun

in lipht of attrition between freshman enrollment and comg.. 2fon-

ing. Table 29, Appendix B shows that if the Army is to meet

ROTC poals then freshman (Military Science 1) procurement must

Sincrease from 1974-1975 to 1979-1979 by P,Q29 cadets and

senior (Yilitary Science IV) enrollment must increase by

4,534 cadets. The YS I increase is probably not too difficult

to reach since there were 29,309 VS I cadets in 1976-1977

and the Army poal for 1973-1979 is only 30,000; however, the

PS IV enrollment was only about 6,000 in 1976-1977 and in two

years It must increase to nearly 9,500 without reducing stan-

dards. In the past two years, despite considerable effort,

YS IV enrollment has only Crown by 1.200.

The Army has stated that CCP would probably not be
implemented as lonp as ROTC continues to satisfy requirements

In a cost-effective manner. If ROT'. Is to -each planned

Foals In a shrinking market .;ome substantial produrtion

increases and attrition decreases must occur in the immediate

future. ROTC faces a crucial test over the next five years

and the test must be passed if overall production requirements

are to be achieved without a reshuffling of officer procure-

ment quotas or the establishment of new programs like CCP.

The overall male collee market offers some hope.

Army ROTC reached in 1975-1976 only about 1,224,000 of thý i

l| , ,,
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total full-time male undergraduate population of nearly

3,000,000 (Table P, Appendix 2). If the total male popula-

tion could be reacheO, by Army recruiters there is little

doubt that the production outlook would improve and tho

burden placed on ROTC could be reduced. A key issue Is h.

to identify the total, male population, Army FOTC share of

that market and the remaining non-ROTC college market In a

manner that permits the population to be compared to the Army's

officer needs.

An Analysis of Potential Production

The Army established In 1976 that if CCF were Imple-

mented, the production requirement would have to be 4,500-

5,000 new officers each year.5 To avoid conflict and duplica-
tion between programs, the majority of CCP production would

probably have to come from the full-time male undergraduate

population at colleges where there was not ROTC. If recruit-

ing was essentially restricted to the non-POTC college market,

i the Army could saturate virtually the nation's entire collere

population and still avoid competition between the two prnrrnms.

It is conceivable that some CCP recruiting could take place

on the ROTC campusest however, recruiting would probably have

to be limited to those male students who could not participate

in ROTC because of course overloads, work schedules or a

reason that satisfied the Professor of M'ilitary Science.

Appendix B contains a CCP market analysis that is based

upon a comparison of the full-time male undergraduate popu-a-

tion at colleges and universities where Army ROTC is not located.
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The analysis was completed by using 1975 data to identify the

colleges where ROTC was located and establishing the total male

undergraduate population and the total number and percentage

of the male student body that was enrolled in ROTC. The 'r-

ticipation level by college fluctuated so much that the .

were subdivided into three groups for purposes of comparison

of male enrollments less than 2,500, 2,500-5,000 and over

5,000, The Army ROTC total market penetration within the

three sizes of colleges was identified both by total number

and by the percentage of the total who were participating in

ROTC. The participants were then further divided based upon

the percentage of total students enrolled during 1975-1976 in

VS I, II, II and IV.

The derived information was used to establish a base

from which to start the CC? analysis. The application of ROTC

procurement and enrollment data to a CCF market analysis was based

on the assumption that both programs produce the same product, an

Army officer. It is assumed that students join commissioning

programs because they want to serve in a particular service, or

at least find out whether they want to be commissioned in that

service, There is some basis to believe that once students are

enrolled in CCP the attrition might more closely resemble the PEC

experience. For this reason, potential production from CCP will

be evaluated first using the ROTC data and then by using his-

torical PLC data.

The CC? market population was established by a series

of steps designed to identify by number, size and population
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those colleges that did not have Army ROTC on the campus and

then eliminate from those colleges the associate degree students,

females and the service academy populations. The result of

these successive reductions in the entire population proviled

a total full-time male undergraduate population at college

where Army ROTC was not locateds however, the figure did not

identify the population by academic class size. This was

achieved by using the percentages of 1975 male students in each

class at colleges where ROTC was located and reasoning that
there was no indication to suspect that size of academic classes

would substantially vary from an ROTC to a non-ROTC college.

The only information missing from the ROTC/CCP portion of the

market analysis was to assign several values that might indicate

potential levels of CCP participation by class and the number

of officers which could be produced from the different poten-

tial participation levels. Since per•"-ntages of ROTC partici-

pation had been established for the different sizes of colloges,

these percentages were applied to the market population.

The degree of penetration wfic.' CCP might make inte the

market was an unknown factor. In view of the program's unrroven

potential, three comparisons were made. "he first potential

CCP penotration assumed that the program could arouse the same

interest level as ROTC. This was unlikely because ROTC is an

easily recognized program, enjoys high campus visibility, a

large advertising budget and has a sizeable schol]arship popula-

tion. In view of these factors, second and third market pene-

trations were made under the assumption that CCP might arouse
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two-thirds or one-half respectively of the participation level

enjoyed by ROTC. The three factors (same participation level,

two-thirds of the participation level and one-half of the

participation level) were each assigned a probability of -ccur-

acy and averaged, based upon the accuracy possibility. ý.

average figure was identified as the potential CCP production

from the non-ROTC college market.

PLC data can be used as a measurement of potential

production of officers when the estimated full-time undergraduate

male population at non-ROTC colleges has been identified and the

average class strength of a single class from its freshman

through junior year is established. The PLC commiss;ions

about thirty percent of those who join the program and since

5,000 officers are needed, nearly 17,000 must be recruited

from a class during the freshman, sophomore and junior years.

A percentage of the market population can be identified by

taking the CCF/PLC requirement and dividing it by the average

strength of a non-ROTC college class. This percentage indicates

the proportion of the class that the Army must recruit to

produce 5,000 officers. The percentage can then be compired

to the percentage that ROTC currently recruits from the '(T'

population. This process provides a rough approximation of

what CCP, assuming its attrition will be similar to PLC, will

have to recruit at non-ROTC colleges compared to what ROTC

recruits from host campuses. While the process provides a

general estimation of what the CCP recruiting effort would

have to produce, it does not consider the population on %0T

IIII ~ ~ ~ ~ MO mIeII I - _ . ..
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college campuses that could participate in CCF. Since only

3.19 percent of the male student body participates in POTC,

and in view of the PLC success at these colleges, there could

be a substantial CCP market that would not compete with

(Table 4, Appendix B),

Potential CCP Market Penetration

The undergraduate male population in 1975 located on

Army ROTC college campuses was 1,223,554 of which 39,076 were
6

actually participating in ROTC (3.19 percent). Figure 3-1

divides the ROTC participants into groups by the size of the

college.

Fivure 3-1

V'ale Nale Percent of the
College Size Undergraduates ?OTC Cadets Student Rody

Over 5,000 804,265 12,324 1.53

2,500-5,000 251,569 9,953 3.96

Leas than
2,500 167,720 16,799 10.01

The full-time undergraduate population in 1975 was

approximately 5,431,000 (71 percent) out of a total student

population of 7,633,000 and males made up about 54.5 percon-t

of the population. 7 This information identified the full-tire

male enrollment at about 3,000,000 of which approximately

1,224,000 (41 percent) were located on ROTC campuses. The

remaining students were located at non-ROTC collefes.
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There were a total of 1,701 four-year degree type

Institutions' of which 1,061 were non-RCTC institutions with

an enrollment of less than 2,500, 114 non-ROTC institutions

with an enrollment of 2,500-5,000 and 249 non-ROTC instiý

tions with an enrollment greater than 5,000.9 Tables l0-I.;,

Appendix B provide detailed information on the number of

colleges by size, degree type (two year/four year) and total

enrollment, Since some of the base data on college enrollment

was 1972 information, a six percent growth factor was applied

to estimate the enrollment for 1975 (Tables 10 and 11, Appendix

B). The six percent growth factor was applied because college

enrollment was projected to increase by that amount over the

three year period. The established percentage for male

students (54.5 percent) makes it possible to estimate that

there would be approximately 458,000 undergraduate males at

non-ROTC four year colleges with a male enrollment of less

than 2,500 per college. Tables 11-13, Appendix B show this

process and further identify that at non-ROTC colleges with a

population of over 5,000 the male population would be 2,021,000

while the medium size non-ROTC colleges (2,500-5,000) only have

an estimated male enrollment of 79,000 of which nearly 14J.,Ir,

are located at the service academies. Since enrollment by sex

can be identified, the only remaining factor is the percentag;e

of students who are classified as "full-time."

Table 5, Appendix B indicates that the full-time

population was seventy-one percent of the total population

and there is no available information to indicate that there
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were more full-time students of one sex than the other.

rrobably, the full-time population is about seventy-one percent

regardless of sex. Firure 3-? indicates that the non-POTC

collere full-time male population should be about l,q]'l,000.

Firure 3-2

College Size *Full Time Wale Enrollment

Less than 2,500 325,000

2,500-5,000 56,000

Over 5,000 1,436,000

Total 1,817,000

"*71 percent of the male enrollment

The logic of this method and the probable accuracy of

the deductive process can be confirmed by adding the ROTC

eligible population of 1,224,000 to 1,817,000 (non-ROTC full-

time male population) and the ROTC percentage again equals

approximately forty-one percent and the total full-time male

student population is about 3,000,000. The non-ROTC popula-

tion can now be identified by academic class. Figure 3-3

provides a breakdown of these classes.

?Fiure 3-3

Full-Time ,.al1,
Class . of Total Enrollment

Freshmen 30 545,000

Sophomores 23 4lA,000

Juniors 24 436,oo0

Seniors 23 41gooo
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It appears unusual that there could be more juniors

than sophomores in four year academic disciplines. The reason

for greater enrollment in the junior clas.; probably results

from the transfer of two year degree (Associate Frogram.)

students into four year disciplines. These students gen.- '-12

are granted junior status.

A review of the 1975 male ROTC participation level in-

dicates that about fifty-one percent of all ROTC participants

were freshmen and that the level of participation decreased to

twenty percent for sophomores, fifteen percent for juniors and

approximately fourteen percent for seniors.10 Based upon these

relative participation levels, each academic class can be

i*examined based on the total participation levels by size of

college. Tables 15-19, Appendix B provide a detailed examina-

tion of this data. The 1975 percentage of students participating

In ROTC was ten percent at the small colleges, 3.96 percent at

the medium size colleges and 1.53 percent at the large colleges.

When each size grouping of non-Army ROTC colleges had the

same percentage of CCP participation as ':CTC had on the R•OTC

college campus the probable production was 6,680 (Table 1,

Appendix B). This number exceeded required CCP production and

can be accounted for by the fact that about fifty-nine percent

of the estimated male population was on CCP target campuses.

However, it is unlikely that CCP would have the same participa-

tion level as ROTC for reasons that already have been sugrested.

When CCP penetration was calculated using two-thirds of the

ROTC participation level, the program produced 4,415 officers
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and when the participation factor was one-half of ROTC, the

results were 3,349, When the three levels of participation

were weighted as to probability of accuracy (Figure 3-4) the

results indicated that CCP could fall short of the produ Ion

objective if recruiting only took place at non-Army ROTC

colleges.

Figure 3-4

Probable Probable
Level of Accuracy Annual
Participation Factor Accessions

Same as ROTC 10% 6,680

.66 of ROTC 40% 4,41,

.50 of ROTC 50% 3,349

The market analysis would not be complete without an

assessment of PLC procurement and retention source data. PLC

has historically produced about thirty percent of what it re-

cruited. Since the CCP officer requirement is 5,000, the

procurement requirement would be about 17,000 frnm any one

class over a three year period. Table 16, Appendix 2 contains

the estimated full-time male undergraduate population at non-

ROTC universities by academic class. The average figures of the

freshman through junior classes indicate class strength is 446,0n',

and total CCP procurement from this class would have to be 16,7CO

or 3.58 percent of the entire class. This would not be easy to

achieve. The total ROTC male participation level at PCTC

colleges, with scholarships, recruiting visibility, and advf.r-

tising is only 3.19 percent (Table 2, Appendix B). Under
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these circumstances, CCP would have to recruit proportionately

more than ROTC if participation was limited to non-ROTC

colleges,

CCP production could be increased if recruitint

permitted at ROTC colleges. This would have to be a manaL,--

ment decision and the decision would have to evaluate whether

the two programs would harm each other if they existed on the

same campus. If CCP only recruited students who could not

participate in ROTC there still might be enough students to

increase CCP production above 4,000. There are well over

1,100,000 undergraduate males on Army ROTC college campunes

who do not participate in Army FOTC and if only one-half of

one percent of that population participated in CCF the en-

rollment would be 5,500 of which 770 (14 percent) would be

seniors. The Army could gain at least 700 additional Ccr

source officers, and probably twice that many with very little

effort. If 1,000-1,200 CCP source officers could be produced

off Army ROTC college campuses it would be difficult to find
a set of circumstances that would indicate annual CCF produn-

tion at below 4,500 officers.

The Comparative Cost of a CCF Officer

Ui Table 23, Appendix B is an estimate of Army CGP cost

per officer, This indicates that the CCO officer will probnaly

cost about $12,900.00, or $1,000.00 per officer more than the

assigned cost of a PLC. According to the Army estimate, the

CCP officer would cost about the same as the ROTC (nonscholar-

ship) officer and about $1,600.00 more than the Army OCS
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product. 1  The Army cost fleure includs several items that

are not found in the PLC assigned cost. Conceptually, CCP

candidates would apparently participate in reserve units and

also have mandatory enrollment in correspondence coursci ntnce

these items are identified in the cost model. The Army e "i-te

also includes $3,081.60 per officer for the longevity accrued

while a candidate and applied to the officer pay over three

years of active service. Further, a $1,000.00 stipend payment

per candidate is included in the cost. The reason for includ-

Ing longevity and stipend costs in the estimate is unclear since

the proposal to start a CCP with a stipend specifically stated

"the proposal will terminate existing credit for long~evity." 1 2

The inclusion of longevity costs was apparently in error;

k however, a $3,000.00 error in cost per officer is rather sub-

stantial and has a bearing on the comparative cost of ZCP.

The inclusion of stipend costs ($1,000.00 per candidate) appears

to indicate that the Army CCP cost estimate really is not an

estimate but an assigned cost since the Marines have found

that nearly sixty-five percent of all FLC memnbers do not ta,.'

the stipend. 1 3 Further, the Army CCP cost estimate doys

not state that stipend participation is a requirement f:ýr

enrollment.14 Figure 3-5 shows assigned PLC, costs and ps!,:ible

CCP costs excluding or Including longevity, the stipend or both.

Figure 3-5

Prora. . Assimned costs

PW $ii,l900. Y)o
CCP 12,900. "')

CCP w/o longevity, w/stipend 9,519. 0
CCP w/o longevity, w/o stipend o•.
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Removal of longevity from the assigned costs would

make CCP the least expensive Army officer procurement program

by nearly $1,500.00 per graduate (Table 24, Appendix B).

Complete removal of the stipend from assigned costs is nrA

realistict particularly since the Army could make the otir -J

a requirement. Cost is somewhat like a quagmirel the problem

is which way to turn and how to escape. Since there are

three possible costs (Army estimate, Army estimate less

longevity, and Army estimate less longevity and the stipend),

a possible solution is to assign weighted probabilities of

accuracy. The Army assigned cost Is not likely to be correct

unless the Department of Defense or Congress scraps the plan

to end longevity. The assigned cost, less longevity, is

probably the most accurate of the three costs and the assigned

cost, less longevity and the stipend, is probably too low.

= -Figure 3-6 contains a possible solution.

Fieure 3-6

Probability
SMethod of Accur~cy Cost

Army Assigned Cost 15,

g Assigned Cost w/o Longevity 805: 9,819

Assigned Cost w/o Longevity or
Stipend 51, 9

Weighted Average - $10,231.15

The $10.231 price tag still makes CCP the least expen-

sive of all Army officer procurement programs. Reserve



officer source programs generally fare better than regular

officer programs in the area of comparative cost. 1975 dollar

estimates confirm that a Military Academy graduate costa

nearly $90,000.00 and the Army ROTC (scholarship) offic-

costs a little more than $22,000.00. This information ii

cates that two CCP officers could be obtained for every FCTC

(scholarship) officer and nearly eight CCP officers could be

produced for every academy graduate (Table 24, Appendix B).

Regardless of the uniform an officer wears, the Government is

payine a lot more for the nregularw than it it for the "reuerve."

CCP Comparative Retention

There are two directions that CCF could follow to arrive

at a possible postcommissionirg retention level. The first, and

most obvious, is that CCP could have the same retention level ns

PLC because the candidate was recruited and trained like the

PLC; however, that level would assume that the CCP officer had

about the same possibility of remaining on active duty as the

PLC. The second option is that the CCF officer could have a1 , r t

the same opportunity to remain on active duty enjoyrd ty I

* Army PTOC (non-scholarship) comrade. Since the CCP off c;?r

will be in the Army, he will he subject to trmy policies

which affect his ability to remain on active duty. A method

that shows comparative retention and costs involves asn;urinf.

that several programs each produced ten officers in a piven

year and after ten years only a certain number of the:p oO&ii-

cers -emalned on active duty. Since the retention rat.; avdr

assigned or estimated costs are known for each prograr. ,
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possible to calculate the comparative costs of career officoe'r

by comparing the retention rates of officers from various

programs who have between ten and twenty years of commissioned

service and multiplying the estimated cost per officer *'-

the retention level. CCF can be calculated usinr PLC re, *t'-r

data and the approximate career cost per CCr officer would be

Y ,about $36,500.00, a figure which indicates that CCP would be

the cheapest source of Army career officers. ROTC (non-

scholarship) retention is only fifteen percent 1 5 and the use

of this figure changes CCP's position in the career cost

"pecking order" by increasing the cost to produce a career

officer to $68,000.00. This amount is still less than the

Military Academy, OCS and ROTC (non-scholarship) officers;

however, CCP would be more expensive than the ROTC (scholarship)

officer (Table 25, Appendix 3).

Summary

The Army's current plan requires ROTC to produce thirty-

eight percent of the overall FY 1977 officer production p-oal;

however, the plan indicates that ROTC must produce by 19•2 ¶Xty-

two percent of all newly commissioned officers. The 19',2

production level must be attained durinp a period when )vferal.!

undergraduate male enrollment is projected to slightly decline.

The projected full-time male undergraduate enrollment

at non-Army ROTC colleges is approximately 1 ,*17 0,0 0 and CC

could reasonably be expected to produce at least 3,300 neiy

officers each year from this population.
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The cost of a CCF source officer should be approxin.t"Jy

$10,200. Since all current Army officer procurement prorrams

have assirned or estimated per capita costs in excess of

$11,000, CCT wculd be the most inexpensive source of ofr' ,ers

available to the Army.

* The retention rate of CCF source officers at beyond

ten years' commissioned service should range from fifteen t.

twenty-eight percent. If retention of CCF source officers were

at least twenty percent, the program would be the most inexpen-

saive source of career officers available to the Army.

I

I.'
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CHAPTER IV

THE COLLEGIATE COMMISSIONING FROIRA.';

POTENTIAL CAPABILITIES
AND £IITATIONS

This chapter is essentially an analysis of the evidence

presented in the Drevious chapter. Specifically, the male

undergraduate population as It is distributed over POTC and nor-

ROTC campuses is examined and the potential ntrengths and weak-

nesses of a CCP are reviewed. The potential strengthL of an

Army CCP could be the ability to more thoroughly cover the ontire

male undergraduate market at a comparative'y inexpensive cost,

recruit for the Army Total Force, provide at least 3,3CO

officers annually and supplement existing officer procurement

programs. The most serious limitation to CCF might be the

program's potential inability to produce 4,500-5,000 officers

each year.

This chapter also addresses attrition manafcmer'

the comparative costs of CC? and various existing Army c' .-r,

procurement programs that produce relatively larre n' -

officers.

College Enrollment

The current full-time male population is appro!ir:.ate3.;

3,060,0001 however, by 1982 the male population is expzct(,d to

47



decline tn 3.0OOnOn.1 WhIlP the clefline is riot pnrticunrly

dramatic, It could have a serious effect on the nlrendy nmiariirm:,!

ability of ROTC to reach an increased product.on, requiremtnt.

The potential ROTC problem is apparent when the 1977 RUTC

production requirement of 5,978 new officers is compared arir-•

the 1982 goal of 10,009 (Tab•] 27, Appendix B). Further the

overall male college population is projected to increase to

4,366,000 by 1980, however, by 1982 the male college pcpula-

tion should decline by 113,000, or roughly back to 1975-1976

enrollment levels (Table 5, Appendix B). This declining enroll-

ment may be at the very heart of the CCF issue. The Army plans

for 1981 ROTC production to Increase by 141 percent over 1975

production and yet, undergraduate male enrollmnt is projected

to be only about three percent greater in 19P1 than it was in

1975. male college enrollment in 1977 and 1981 is projected to

be at exactly the same level yet the Army hopes that ROTC will

produce 5,978 officers in 1977 and 10,027 officers in 1911

(Tables 5 and 27, Appendix B). The two different levels of

planned production from about the same malp college population

represent an increase of over 4,000 officers.

ROTC currently reaches less than one-half of the full-

time male undergraduate market and it does; not appear to even

reach this portion of the market in an optimum manner (Table P,

Appendix B). It has already been demonstrated that ROTC enroll-

ment is inversely proportional to the total male enrollmrnt.

Colleges that have a male enrollment of less than 2,500 enjoy

an ROTC participation percentage of ten percent while those

I I ' - I I - l I
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colleges with a male enrollment of over 5,GO0 only have an

POTC participation level of 1.53 percent (Table 4, Appendix B).

Further, the total number of ROTC members at small collagen

exceeds the ROTC enrollment at large colleges by over 4,OnO

despite the overall disparity in total college enrollment

(Table 4, Appendix B). Table 14, Appendix 3 indicates that there

are an estimated 325,000 full-time male undergraduates at non-

Army ROTC small colleges, If the Army could reach this popula-

tion at the same participation level that ROTC enjoys, then

32,500 potential officer program members might be enrolled. Th-.ý

significance of this information, particularly the participation

percentages, is that the Army ROTC recruitinr effort may be

substantially misdirected.

CCP Potential Capabilities

As suggested, the present Army officer procurement syatem

does not appear to thoroughly cover the total male undergraduate

population. The Marines, conversely, can saturate the available

market with a variety of officer programs: NROTC (karine cption),

Naval Academy, PLC, Officer Candidate Class Program and sev-ral

enlisted source commissioning programs. The Marines reach

virtually every segment of the eligible population when they

desire, but the Army may have largely neglected the potential

of 1.424 four year institutions with a total estimated fu.l-tiw;.

male undergraduate population of approximately .800,O00 (7ables

13 and 14, Appendix B). The current family of Army programs

relegates this sizeable population, and only then after they

are college graduates, to a rather limited OCS program that
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essentially produces officers for the reserve components

(Table 27, Appendix B).

CCP may not be a panacea for officer production, but

the evidence presented earlier indicates that the program should

produce at least 3,3ib 'hew o6ftlcers each year from only n-- -Army

ROTC colleges and if selective recruiting were practiced at Army

ROTC institutions, the total production could exceed 4,000 officers.

Annual production at these levels represents between twenty and

twenty-five percent of the Army's total annual officer require-

ment through FY 1992,2 While a twenty to twenty-five percent

contribution from CCP might be significant, the Army has indicated

that it expects CCF to produce about thirty percent of the total

annual officer requirement (4,500-5,000 officers). 3 This produc-

tion level is probably not possible, but there may be other

issues.

Key issues may be that CCP could add a new dimension to

Army officer procurement, recruit from a population that is

only marginally covered by existing programs, produce officers

at a lower cost than current programs, provide increased

flexibility by recruiting for the Total Force and possibly

become the second largest source of Army officers. These

potential advantages assume even greater importance if produc-

tion could be maximized by managing attrition.

The potential production from CCP could increase with-

out any procurement increase if attrition were reduced. The

M•arines have found that about fifty-five percent of all stipend

j •participants are academic seniors, thirty percent are juniors
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and fifteen percent are sophomores. if a market penetration

of fifty percent of ROTC participation is assumed at the thrre

different sized colleges, then voluntary CCP stipend participa-

tion could resemble the projection in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1

Total CCP Participants Total Stipend
Class in a Given Year Participation

Sophomore 5,885 883 (15?)

Junior •4,221 1,266 (30"')

Senior 3,940 2,167 (55-)

Total 4,316

Since stipend participants are paid $i100.00 per month

for the nine month academic year, the total expense of a program

this size would be $3,884,400. The most important factor in

the process is that the Army is virtually guaranteed 2,167

new officers (the seniors who took the stipend). The remaining

1,800 seniors who did not participate in the stipend program

would still be uncertain to accept a commission; however, it

would probably be safe to estimate that at least fifty percent

of that group would accept appointment. Provided recruiting

schedules are met, it is difficult to conceive of a situation

when CCP would not produce 3,000-3,500 new officers at just

the non-Army ROTC colleges. A more optimistic assertion would

be that the CCP market penetration was to be two-thirds of

ROTC. This set of circumstances would probably produce the

results in Figure 4-2.
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product. The Army cost figure includes several items that

are not found in the PLC assigned cost. Conceptually, CCP

candidates would apparently participate in reserve units and

also have mandatory enrollment in correspondence course ; rtnce

these items are identified In the cost model. The Army E -

also includes $3,081.60 per officer for the longevity accrued

while a candidate and applied to the officer pay over three

years of active service. Further, a $1,000.00 stipend payment

per candidate is included in the cost. The reason for includ-

ing longevity and stipend costs in the estimate is unclear since

the proposal to start a CCP with a stipend specifically stated

"the proposal will terminate existing credit for longevity." 1 2

The inclusion of longevity costs was apparently in errort

however, a $3,000.00 error in cost per officer is rather sub-

stantial and has a bearing on the comparative cost of SCP.

The inclusion of stipend costs ($1,000.00 per candidate) appears

to indicate that the Army CCP cost estimate really is not an

estimate but an assigned cost since the Marines have found

that nearly sixty-five percent of all PLC members do not a

the stipend. 1 3 Further, the Army CCP cost estimate dot's

not state that stipend participation is a requirement f.•r

enrollment,1£ Figure 3-5 shows assigned PLC costs and prs,:ible

* CCP costs excluding or including longevity, the stipend or both.

Figure 3-5

Program Assiged Costs
PLC $11,900.40
CCP 12,900.PO
CCP w/o longevity, w/stipend 9,1S9. 0C
CCP w/o longevity, w/o stipend f. 0
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Firure 4i-2

Class Total CCP Participants Total stipend Participants

Sophomore 7,420 1,113

Junior 5,565 1,670

Senior 5,194 2,856

Total 5.639

5.639 stipend participants would cost the Army

$5,075,100.00; however, it would guarantee 2,856 new officers

each year, and from the remaining 2,300 seniors who did not

want the stipends at least fifty percent could be expected to

accept a commission. This would produce nearly 4,000 now Army

officers each year. Another set of circumstances that can be

constructed around the stipend involves making it mandatory for

those CCP students in their junior year who have completed at

least one session of summer training. The ROTC information

indicates that with a market penetration of fifty percent there

would be 4,221 juniors in the program, but the PLC experience

indicates that only about thirty percent of those juniors would

be willing to accept the stipend; therefore the stipend popula-

tion predictably would be reduced to 1,266. There is a

possibility that the bottom would fall out of CCP if the stipend

were made mandatory at the beginning of the junior year because

seventy percent of the population might leave the program

rather than face mandatory active duty (see note 4).

There are other means of managing attrition within CCF

besides the stipend program. The Corps.has found that training

attrition can be divided into three categoriest medical,
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unsatisfactory performance and individual requests to leave

training. There is very little that can be done about medical

* disqualifications and the Army would probably not want t?

reduce unsatisfactory performance attrition by lowering stindardn;

however, the candidates who request to voluntarily disenrol a -

a source of attrition that might be regulated. If voluntary dis-

enrollments are reduced, the results should be Increased pruduc-

tion, The Marine Officer Candidates School experience with the

Officer Candidate Class provides an example. During FY 1975,

voluntary disenrollments reached crisis proportions when 1,191

officer candidates reported for training and 232 quit as soon as

they could. 5 The voluntary disenrollment percentage for this

period was 19.5 percent, During FY 1976, 909 officer candidates

reported to OCS and only 65 chose to voluntarily disenroll.

The voluntary disenrollments were reduced to 7.2 percent, or

only about one-third of the previous year. 6 A skeptic could

argue that OCS relaxed it standards but that was not the case.

7
In 1976 OCS failed 7.8 percent of the candidates and in 1975,

7.3 percent werh failed. raedical qualifications between the

two years did not fluctuate more than one-tenth of one percent.

The result was that standards appear to have been roughly the

same, yet attrition dropped twelve percent. Twelve percent

may not seem like much;l however, if three-fourths of the CC"

members were in training during one summer and the two different

Marine Corps OCC attrition percentages were applied, the

difference would be substantial. Figure 4-3 shows what attritior.

could be using the two attrition percentages.
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Actual FY 75 Marine OCC Attrition Applied to CCr

Total Voluntary iraining
* Reporting Attrition Disenrollment Failure 'edical Completing

*22,200 8,703 4,307 1,621 2,775 ,497
(39.2%) (19.4') (7.3 ) (12.5%)

Actual FY 76 Marine OCC Attrition Applied to CCF

Total Voluntary Training
Rerortinp Attrition Disenrollment Failure Medical Completing

*22,200 6,061 1.576 1,732 2,753 16,139
(27.3%) (7.1%) (7.8%) (12.Wn)

Based upon enrollment and penetration factor of .50 of POTC
and assumption that 100 percent of freshmen and juniors and
fifty percent of sophomores would attend training during a
given year.

The results are almost identical except for the voluntary

disenrollment category where the net savings in candidates is

nearly 3,000. The overall saving is about 2,400 members. Attri-

tion management cannot be over-emphasized. Careful management

of precious manpower resources can reduce attrition, boost re-

cruiting, lower procurement quotas and increase production.

The significance of this information is that no matter

how many candidates are recruited, a program can still fail if

nontraining attrition is not carefully managed by a stipend

program (perhaps mandatory) and if training attrition is not

carefully managed by a sound, judiciously administered summer

program. Regardless of attrition management, implementation

of CCP would not be without a substantial cost.
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CCP will not be without some expenses however. if the

average cost per officer is $10,231 in FY 1975 dollars, as has

been previously suggested, then 4,000 officers could be produced

for $40,920,000. This cost does not include Officer Baoii-

Course costs but it does include a one year stipend payment ff,-

every officer commissioned through the CCF. 4,000 officers

represent about twenty-five percent of the entire annual Army

officer requirement through FY 1982. The estimated cost for a

Military Academy officer is $79,920.009 and the current Army

plan calls for West Point to produce 950 officers per year from

10FY 1978 through FY 1982. If production is achieved based on

the estimated individual cost, then the Army will pay '75,924,000

for less than six percent of its annual officer requirement. The

Army plans for OCS to produce 2,180 officers in FY 197911 at an

estimated cost of $11,309 per officer. 1 2 Should that level of

production be reached, OCS will cost the Army ;24,653,620 for

about thirteen percent of its total requirement. (OCS is

currently the least expensive of all Army officer procurement

programs.) The ROTC nonscholarship officer costs approximately

$13,000.0013 and his scholarship comrade costs $22,282.14 Since

total Army ROTC scholarship participation is limited to 6,500

people at any one time, when participation is equally divided

among four academic classes, the scholarship program could

only produce 1,625 officers in a given year at a cost of

$36,208,250.
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The FY 1979 Army accession plan requires ROTC to produce

7,913 officers15 of which 1,625 could be scholarship recipients

and the remaining 6,288 would be nonscholarship members. The

nonscholarship officer costs about $13,0001 therefore, the cost

for 6,288 of these officers would be $81,744,000 or about t--In

the price of CCP for only fifty-five percent more officers.

When the scholarship and nonscholarship officers and their re-

spective costs are added together to equal the FY 1979 ROTC

requirement, costs could resemble the data in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4

FY 1979 ROTC Production Requirement and Possible Costs

Possible % of Total FY 79
Program Production Cost Officer Requirement

Scholarship 1,625 $36,208,250 9.76%

Nonscholarship 6,288 $81,744,On 37.75%

Both Programs 7,913 $117,952,250 47.51%

The cost difference between ROTC and CCr might be signifi-

cant. CCP could probably produce twenty-five percent of the

total FY 1979 officer requirement for less than '"41,000,000

* while ROTC might produce less than fifty percent of the total

requirement (less than twice the CCP capability) for nearly

three times the CCP cost.

Admiral Finneran's testimony (Chapter I) before members

of the Senate Armed Services Committee on June 3, 1976, was

probably not far from the mark. His observations regarding the

capability of a CCP type program to supplement ROTC production

III U-NIO,
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and possibly reduce overall officer procurement cost by eliminat-

inp ineffective POTC units are a real possibility. 6

Cost and retention are interrelated and it hac already

been suggested that CCP, based on a cost per officer of *,'1,231,

could be the cheapest source of career officers if only twe:ty

percent of those officers were retained beyond ten years; however,

a key question that has not been addressed is whether it is even

important to retain twenty or thirty percent of CC? source

officers. A possible mission for CCP could be only to produce

a substantial number of reserve officers for a three year active

duty period or even exclusive duty within the Army Re3serve or

National Guard. The Army Reuerve/National Guard mission would

support the Total Force partnership of Active Army--Army

Reserve--National Guard and permit ROTC to reduce its generally

ambitious overall goal and specifically reduce its planned con-

tribution over the next six years to the Army Reserve and

National Iuard. Table 27, Appendix B provides a detailed iden-

tification of the RCTC commitment to Army Feserve and National

Guard officer production. According to the current Army plan,

ROTC must produce 10,027 officers by FY 19811 however, J,750

of these officers are scheduled for the Reserve or National

Guard. 1 7 Further, after FY 1979, over fifty percent of annual

ROTC production is scheduled for other than the Active Army.19

The significant point to be made is that CCP can be a source

of relatively inexpensive career officers, three year active

duty officers, exclusive source for the Army Reserve or

National Guard or a combination of the three. CCP might be a

good source of officers for the total Army force.
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If CCP can produce 3,300-4,000 officers at the cost

that has been suggested, then it should be able to decrease the

Army production gamble, supplement ROTC and even eliminate some

of the more inefficient ROTC units that drive overall proprim

costs in an upward spiral. Further, if CCP can produce over

3,000 officers each year, it could be the difference between

achieving overall production Foals or failing to maintain

officer force levels.

The Critical Years

1990 and 1981 are the critical ROTC production years

for the Total Force. If CC11 is going to be started, the decision

would probably be related to ROTC's ability to reach production

goals in these two years. There are some ROTC warning signals

that Phould clue the Army regarding the establishment of CCP.

The graduat'ing class of 1980 entered college in September,

1976. Total beginning ROTC enrollment in this class was 29,309

and the 1980 production requirement is 9,217. The class is

projected to have a sophomore enrollment of 13,995 FOTC student-

in 1977-1978 and 11,227 juniors in 1979-1979. In view of the

production requirement, if sophomore or junior ,FTC enrollment

falls below the projected participation levels then sk-rious

consideration should be given to starting a CCF. The graduat-

ing class of 1981 does not start college until 3eptember, 1977,

and the Army believes that 30,000 freshmen will probably par-

ticipate. Of these 30,000, 13,P95 should continue to

participate as sophomores. A key point is that the Army be-

lieves virtually identical participation levels in the classes

-- 1
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of 1980 and 19PI will assure 910 more officers in 1981. This

may not be the case. The critical period for ROTC, and, there-

fore, the decision'point for CCl implementation, is the

beginning enrollment figures for the classes of 1960 and 1991

durine 1970 and 1979, particularly 1979. By this point, -oth

classes will be well along in their college careers and ROT"

success or failure signals should be loud and clear. If both

classes have enrollment trouble, the Army cannot afford to

wait beyond September, 1978, to implement CCP. By this time,

the class of 1980 will be starting its junior year and If
I

corrective action is going to be taken by a CCP, it cannot be

initiated any later than the junior year. Tables 27-28, Appendix

B provide detailed information on ROTC enrollment and planned

production. Although CCP appears to be a flexible and inexpen-

sive source of officers, implementation would not be without

several problems and limitations.

Potential Limitations

The most obvious CCF limitation is that the program

will probably not produce 5,000 new officers each year unless

the production from Army RCTC colleges varies from a maximum

of 2,700 to a minimum of 1,000. Procurement from only the

non-Army ROTC colleges might not even reach 3,500, although

production should not drop below 3,300. A decision to

implement CCP would have to consider the production capabilities

and the associated risks of starting any new program.

A CCP that produced 4,000 officers would cost about

$42,000,0001 however, if ROTC' planned production was trimmed
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by a corresponding amount the Army should save money because

a CCP officer would probably cost less than an POTC officer.

The central money issue is attrition management. If attrition

in a voluntary CCP soared, then costs will soar. For this

reason, the initial program managers and trainers should be

carefully screened. Another cost problem involves the initial

advertising outlay. Since CCF would be virtually unknown, a

rather substantial outlay for initial advertising will probably

j be needed. These extra costs could make the cost per officer

slightly higher than anticipated. The Army estimates that

recruiting and advertising costs should total :$1,913.00

per CCP officert however, the Marine Corps has found that

recruiting and advertising costs are $2,693.`89 per PLC. 1 9  The

$1,900.00 figure may very well be correct since CCP might pro-

duce greater numbers of officers than PLC, but the area of ad-

vertising costs should be carefully reviewed.
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iYearbook of Higher Zducation 1 74_!-Z5 (Chicaro,
Illinois$ Nlarquis ccademc ledia, 1974 T-p. 319.

Department of Defense, "Line Officer Accession Flan
(Line Officer + YSC) FY 77-S2" (Washington, Headquarters,
Department of the Army, 1976), (n.p.).

31bid.

4 If the stipend were made mandatory at the start of the
senior year, it is probably reasonable to assert that at least
2,167 would stay in CCP (55 percent of the senior population)
and at least one-half of the remaining senior population would
ultimately accept the stipend because they had completed pre-
commissioning training. Further, the Marine Corps experience
indicates many seniors accept a commission even though they
did not participate in an optional stipend program. A mandatory
stipend could be a good idea, although the corps has never tried
it. If the stipend were required at the bepinning of the senior
year the Army could avoid some subsequent attrition. The Marines
have found that PLC seniors are more likely to leave the program
if they are accepted to graduate school or if they receive a
lucrative civilian job offer. Miany students are understandably
uncertain about the future in September of their senior year.
Graduate school applications have not been completed and
civilian firms have not started their annual talent search.
If the Army required stipend participation in September, it
would eliminate the annual graduate school/civilian job losses
that the M1arines have forced upon themselves. The biggest
decision is when to make the stipend mandatory. The Marine
Corps experience with relative participation levels seems to
indicate that if the stipend were made mandatory, the beginning
of the senior year would be the best time to execute the agree-
ment.

5 Department of Defense, "Cumulative Attrition report,
89th-93rd OCC Classes" (Washingtont Headquarters, U.S. I.arine
Corps, 1975), (n.p.).

6 fDepartment of Defense, "Cumulative Attrition Report, 94th-
98th OCC Classes" (Washington, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps,
1976), (n.p.).

7 Ibid.
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82, o. cit., (n.p.).

16 U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed Services,

Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel, karine Corps Flatcon
Leaders Class, Hearing, 94th Congress, 2nd sess., June 3, 1976
(Washingtono Government Printing Office, 1976), p. 3.
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1 8 Ibid.

19Department of Defense, "Estimated Cost Data F-C
Program" (Washington, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, 1976),
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CEAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND TOPICS FOR FUPT11V STUDY

The CCP concept that was developed in the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve A~fairs)

in 1974 and presented to the Senate Armed Services Committep

V in 1976 should be an attractive officer procurement source.

The fundamental attractiveness of CCP results from the

program's potential to provide insurance against the real

possibility that ROTC will not reach planned annual production

poals after 1910. Should ROTC fail to reach annual goals, it

appears likely that the other Army officer programs will be

unable to offset the deficit. CCP, however, should stand a

good chance of opening a rather marginally recruited college

population to intensiN Army officer procurement efforts.

The CCP recruiting effort: however, would only be

worthwhile if several questions posed earlier in the study

could be answered affirmatively.

The most obvious question iso is CCE, regardless of

cost, retention or potential market, even necessary? In order

to answer this question it has been necessary to carefully

evaluate the ability of ROTC to satisfy its planned goals.

Analysis of the data indicates that ROTC must roughly double

production between 1975 and 1980 while the market population

63
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declinen. ROTC has attained recent production roals; however,

the effort expended to achieve these modeo;t roa~ll has been

substantial and achievement of the post 1990 goals will probably

require a monumental effort. The planned ROTC goals appear to

be so ambitious that even a massive recruiting effort and

increased financial resources might not make much difference.

The critical point could well be that ROTC has bypassed some

of the most potentially productive colleges.

The ROTC Problem

The data indicate that small colleges (male enrollment

of 2,500 or less) enjoy an ROTC participation level of ten per-

cent of the male undergraduate student body while the larger

colleges (male enrollment of 5,000 or more) enjoy an ROTC

participation level of only 1.53 percent. Further, the small

colleges have a total ROTC enrollment of about 16,000 while
t

- the large colleges only have a total ROTC enrollment of approxi-

mately 12,000. If the Army thoroughly investigated the produc-

tivity levels of large and small colleges that sponsored ROTC,

the cost-effectiveness of ROTC units at large colleges might be

disturbingly low. Examination of productivity by college size;

however, could provide the Army with valuable information re-

garding the establishment of future ROTC units. The evidence

appears to confirm that ROTC enrollment is inversely proportional

to the size of the college and that establishing more ROTC

units at small colleges might reap considerable benefits.

What, then, does the ROTC annual goal through 1982,

p recent ROTC production results, declining college enrollment

| 1 I | II E "Ui
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and relative levels of ROTC participation appear to indicate?

These factors appear to confirm that ROTC planned

goals might be too high and that the current location of POTC

units probably does not maximize production. The total pro-

jected male undergraduate population however, appears to

indicate that there is an ample supply of potential officer

program members. If there are more than enough potential

officers, a solution to maximizing production is to thoroughly

recruit from that segment of the college population that is,

at present, only marginally covered.

CCP Production Potential

CCP could primarily recruit from non-Army ROTC colleges

and secondarily recruit from Army ROTC colleges. The secondary

recruiting effort could be directed at students who were unable

to participate in ROTC because of job or academic commitments.

The full-time male undergraduate population at only non-Army

ROTC colleges indicates that CCP could produce at least 3,300

new officers each year and if any effort were made at '-OTC

colleges, total production might well exceed 4,000 in any

given year. Production of this magnitude would equal nearly

twenty-five percent of the total annual Army officer procure-

ment requirement through 1992. Further, production that

consistently exceeded 3,000 officers per year could substan-

tially reduce the ROTC burden and lessen the overall risk of

failure.

i0
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It does not appear that the ROTC production requirement

is risky until 19791 however, the current production plan seems

to increase the risk of failure after that year, particularly

during 1980-1981. The classes of 1980 and 1981 are probably

crucial to the decision to implement CCF. By 1978 both

classes must be in college and the Army should review planned

ROTC enrollment for these classes against the actual enroll-

ment. Should one or both of these classes be below the planned

ROTC enrollment level, then CCP implementation merits serious

consideration. Since CCP would probably be an undergraduate

program, it would not be possible for the program to increase

overall program enrollment in the class of 1980 unless it was

started by 1979.

The decision to implement CCP in 197q, or any other

z year, might provide the Army with a vehicle to support the

officer requirement for the Total Force. The reserve components

must be maintained and the Army production plan indicates that

well over one-third of total officer production is earmarked

for the Army Reserve or the National Guard. Should CCP be

implemented, it could produce officers exclusively for the

reserve components or provide a mixture of active Ohity reserve

officers and reserve component officers. Further, the cost

of manning the Total Force officer structure could be substan-

tially less than current costs.

Fiscal Considerations

CCP should be a relatively inexpensive source of offi-

cers when both individual and estimated total program costs are
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compared to existing programs. CCF possesses the potential to

become the Army's second largest officer procurement program

and the least expensive of all Army programs. It is not in-

conceivable that CCP could produce approximately fifty percent

of FY 1979 projected ROTC production at one-third of the

¶ ' anticipated ROTC costs. CCP should be able to produce Army

officers at nearly $3,000.00 per officer less than ROTC and

$12,000.00 per officer less than the RCTC scholarship program.

The potential savines from starting a CCF within the next two

or three years could be as high as 20-30 million dollars

annually and still realize the overall Army production goal.

If CCP were implemented, it could drive total Army officer

production costs down by reducing ROTC program costs. This

could be accomplished by eliminating the least productive and,

therefore, the most expensive, ROTC units. If ROTC overall costs

were reduced by elimination of nonproductive ROTC units and the

cheaper CCP started to supplement more efficient POTC produc-

tion, it is difficult to conceive of a situation that would not

permit overall cost reduction. There isl however, a cautionary

note regarding current cost comparison procedures.

Comparative cost is a criteria that should probably be

reviewed by the Department of Defense. Each military service

appears to be assigning or estimating costs for officer pro-

grams without concrete guidance. This lack of guidance has

resulted in a somewhat chaotic situation that permitted a

Department of Defense Office to report one cost figure to the

Office of Management and Budget1 and another cost figure on the



same program to the U.s. Sonate in a period of sixty dny!;

that differpd by nearly $7,000.00 per graduate. William 1.

Snyder discussed officer program costs in his essay, "Leaders

for the Volunteer Forces The Problems and Prospects of !,CTC"

by asserting that cost was biased in favor of POTC and that

the bias was substantial when ROTC was compared to the service

academies and slightly biased in favor of ROTC when it was

compared to OCS programs. The academies were compelled to

report both educational and military training expenses while

ROTC costs included only a small fraction of educational experses.

He argued that both academy and OCS graduates received more mili-

* tary training than the ROTC officer and that academy graduates

remained on active duty longer than the ROTC officer. ?vr.

Snyder concluded by stating that Army ROTC officers were very

costly when compared to OCS produced officers. 3

The Department of the Army "Departmental Staffing of

ITRO Study on Efficiency" of November 1976, recommended that a

means of common costing was needed by the Department of Defense

so that there would be no question about the cost of recruitinr

4
programs. Specific common guidelines would probably solve

some of the problems that surround cost comparisons in general

and the CCP cost question in particular.

Career Retention

CCP source officers will probably experience a reten-

tion rate of between fifteen and thirty percent after ten years

of commissioned service. The ultimate retention rate will be

affected by the manpower management practices of the Army:
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however, if the ROTC retention rate of fifteen percent and the

PLC retention rate of twenty-eight percent are averaged, the

result is 21.5 percent. Basee upon an estimated cost of

$10,231 per officer and a retention rate of about twenty pqrcent,

CCP would be the most inexpensive source of career officers avail-

able to the Army. Since there appears to be a substantial market

for CCP and the program could be the most inexpensive source of

officers in terms of cost and career retention, what problems

or limitations could be expected?

Potential CCP Limitations

The most obvious probable limitation is that CCF might

not produce 4,500-5,000 officers each year. Whether this possible

limitation is so serious that it overrides all other considera-

tions is a question that the Army must answer. The Army planned

production requirement of 4,500-5,000 CCP source officers might

require re-evaluation. Perhaps the most pressing issue is not

the planned requirement, but the ability of a CCP to supplement

ROTC production and, therefore, provide insurance against poten-

tial failure.

A second potential limitation to implementing CCF is

the necessity to establish a recruiting and administrative

management structure. It is probably unrealistic to expect the

current ROTC instructor groups to manage two programs simultaneous-

ly. The ROTC instructors may be able to recruit on their campuses

and even some adjacent campuses; however, it is unlikely that

these officers could intensely cover over 1,400 campuses and

still accomplish their primary ROTC mission. A more reasonable

/
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approach might be to determiri, how many (:(ti' reeruitiirir orrireor.:

would be necessary if a separate recruitint system was estnb-

lished.

It would probably be unwise to determine the totil num-

ber of procurement officers required based solely upon the

number of colleges where recruiting was contemplated. k more

accurate method of determining the total number of recruiters

is probably to compare the CCTannual production requirement

against Varine Corps PLC and Officer Candidate Class historical

production per officer selection officer. During the past six

years there have been approximately 115 officer selection

officers recruiting for the PLC and Officer Candidate Class

Program. These officers have annually provided about 1,500

PLC/OCC source officers, or a ratio of one recruiting officer

per twelve officers produced. In view of this information, it

appears that the Army would need 375 procurement officers to

produce 4,500 CCP source officers annually. A key question;

however, would be the placement of the recruiting apparatus.

The Army enlisted recruiting structure does not now

lend itself to CCP recruiting, but it is somewhat similar to

the Marine Corps officer/enlisted recruiting system. Figure

5-1 shows the Army enlisted and Marine officer/enlisted re-

cruiting systems.

Figure 5-1

Army Enlisted System5 Marine System6

U.S. Army Recruiting Command Narine Corps Recruitment Branch

Army Regions (5) Marine Corps Districts (6)

District Recruiting Commands Recruiting Stations
Recruiting Area Headquarters (No Yarine Counterpart)

Recruiting Station (Enlisted Officer Selection Offices/
Recruiters) Recruiting Substations
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There is a possibility that a CCP recruiting apparatus

could be established within the Army enlisted structure by

allocatinp managers at the Recruiting Command and Army Region

level and placing the actual CCP recruiters in the Recruitinr

Areas or assigning CCP/OCS selection officers on an equal livel

with the enlisted recruiters. There are probably a number of

solutions to establishing a CCP recruiting system (placing

recruiters directly under the Training and Doctrine Command

or centralized management from Headquarters, Department of the

Army),but the important point is that the existing ROTC structure

probably could not effectively manage and recruit for the program.

The most serious potential limitation to CCP is one

that cannot be measureda commitment. CCP is an alternative

solution to potential Army officer procurement problemsl however,

if the Army decides to start a CCP. the recruiting and manage-

ment apparatus should be totally committed to program success

and the Army Staff should be totally supportive. CCP should

not be viewed as potentially destructive to ROTC or as another

"Gee Whiz" idea that Just won't work. If the Army should decid÷

to enter the CCP market with less than total commitment, the
I

program will probably fail in relatively short order regardless

of the size of the potential market.

Areas of Potential Future Investigation

There does not appear to be an immediate requirement to

implement CCP. Since the potential critical ROTC production period

is at least three years away, the Army has an opportunity to

further examine the CCP concept and assess ROTC enrollment and
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production levels. The key point Is that the next sixteen to

thirty-six months should not be spent ignoring the possibilites

of a CCP while attempting to secure additional ROTC scholar-

ships from a fiscally tough-minded Congress. The latter course

of action, to put it bluntly, is probably wishful thinking.

There are potentially good solutions, other than POTC scholar-

ship increases, to procurement and production problems. The

Army has a short "breathinp ppr;od" to objectively examine CCF

and any other production alternatives that might have been

recently developed. The Army's previous excellent record in

developing and instituting personnel management proprams and

its ability to responsibly manage a thirty billion dollar budget

appears to indicate that the time spent between the present and

some future CCP implementation date will not be wasted.

In the final analysis, CCP may very well provide the

Army planners with the ability to efficiently manage overall

officer procurement rather than simply react to production

crises after the damage is irreversible.

Jk 
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fWashingTo-n- Government Printing Office, 1976), p. 7.
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PLC PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
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Table 1 provides PLC Reserve and Regular Accessions

from 1970 through 1976. PLC accessions are also compared

against total Marine Corps reserve accessions and regularI\ accessions. This information confirms the PLC contribution

during the most recent six year period. A considerable amount

of care must be exercised in assessing the value of this data.

For example, FY 1976 appears to indicate a rather substantial

production decline; however, in fact the number of regular

commissions increased and FY 76 Officer Basic Classes, which

are limited to a specific number of spaces, were filled by

regular officers. Therefore, the PLC Commissionee was required

to wait until FY 7T, or in most cases FY 77, to become an

accession. What appears to be a substantial decrease in produc-

tion was actually a management decision to defer PLC officers

until Officer Basic Class spaces became available.

Table 1

PLC Reserve and Regular Accessions 1

PLC PLC Total Total
USXCR USMC USMCR USMC

FY Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. Total
9

1970 812 18 2,592 497 3,089

1971 670 55 1,613 409 2,022

1972 502 10 1,436 327 1,763

A-1
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Table I (Continued)

PLC PLC Total Total
USMCR USMC USMCR USyC

FY Acc. Acc, Acc. Acc. Total

1973 619 *0 1,635 627 2,262

1974 606 *0 1,417 510 1,927

1975 835 *0 1,760 560 2,320

1976 565 *0 1,364 744 2,108

Total 4,609 83 11,817 3,674 15,491

*PLC Regular Commissions Discontinued

Table 2 confirms PLC production over the last twenty-

five years and indicates the heavily oriented active duty

reserve nature of PLC. This data confirms that, with the

exception of two years (1955 and 1956), PLC production has

.. not exceeded 1,000 or been less than approximately 400. The

large classes of 1955-1956 were probably generated by program

quotas during the Korean War and were not the result of some

aberration which produced extremely low attrition.

Table 2

Total PLC Reserve and Regular Accessions
Fiscal Years 1952-19762

PLC Reserve PLC Regular
FY Accessions Accessions Total

1952 398 0 398

1953 680 0 680
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Table 2 (Continued)

PLC Reserve PLC RegularSFY Accessions Accessions Total

1954 970 20 990

1955 1,450 14 "1,466

1956 1,084 14 1,098

1957 522 26 548

1958 574 18 592

1959 558 23 581

1960 560 25 585

1961 554 25 579

1962 553 34 587

1963 507 41 548

t 1964 673 40 713

1965 835 29 864

1966 472 35 507

1967 356 58 414

1968 855 74 929

1969 859 34 893

1970 812 18 830

1971 670 55 725

1972 502 10 512

1973 619 0 619

1974 606 0 606

1975 835 0 835

1976 565 0 565

" I- Iiii ii L II I- iii
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Table 3

FY 1975-1976 Production in the Officer
Candidate Class Program

Attrition
FY Rpt to Training Commissioned Percentage

* 76 909 658 27.53

75 1,191 722 39.4

Table 4

PLC Applications by Fiscal Year 1968-19755

% of Quota
FY Quota Selected Selected

1968 2,200 2.135 97.1

1969 2,200 1,695 77.2

1970 2,300 1,657 72.04

1971 2,200 1,900 86.36

1972 2,200 2,347 106.68

1973 2,200 2,343 106.5

1974 2,200 2,482 112,81

1975 2,254 2,515 111.57

Table 5 projects PLC Summer Training attendance over the

next two fiscal years and, based upon an eight year summer

training attrition percentage, projects the number who should

complete training.

V



Table 5
6Projected PLC Summer Training Attendance

Fiscal Years 1977-1978

Projected Projected
FY Reporting Completing

* 1977 3,150 *2,520

1978 3,150 *29520

* Derived by using 20% attrition factor based on historical data

in Table 6.

Table 6

PLC Summer Training Results by Fiscal Year 1969-1975

Completion
FY Reported Completed Attrition Percentage

j 1969 1,895 1.722 173 90.87

1970 1,842 1,564 278 84.91

1971 2,045 1.668 377 81.56

j 1972 2,563 2,012 551 78.5

1973 2,352 1,791 561 76.15

1974 2,509 2,002 507 79.79

1975 2,732 2,259 473 82.68

Total 15,938 13,018 2,920 81.68

Sourcess
Headauarters.tU S. Marine CoRrps, Reserve Offi er Candi-

date Enrollmdnt Report IP 75," (Washington, D.C.. 1975).

V 75r ,DC,17
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Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "PLC Summer Training
Results 1975," (Washington, D.C., 1975).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Plntoon Leaders C1a::s
Senior Course Summer of 1974," (Washington, D.C., 19714).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Calendar Year 1973
Summer Training Results," (Washington, D.C., 1973).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
Senior Course Summer of 1972," (Washington, D.C., 1972).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
Combined and Junior Course Summer of 1972," (Washington, D.C.,
1972).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Reserve Officer Candi-
date Enrollment Report FY 72," (Washington, D.C., 1972).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
FY 71," (Washington, D.C., 1971).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
Senior Course Summer of 1971," (Washington, D.C., 1971).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
Junior and Combined Course Summer of 1971," (Washington, D.C.,
1971).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
Senior Course Summer of 1970," (Washington, D.C., 1970).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
Junior Course Summer of 1970," (Washington, D.C., 1970).

"Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
Senior Course Summer of 1969," (Washington, D.C., 1969).

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, "Platoon Leaders Class
Junior Course Summer of 1969," (Washington, D.C., 1969).

* Table 7 shows PLC production over a four year period

by identifying cumulative PLC enrollment in four recent graduat-

ing classes. Recruiting for the Class of 1972 (FY 72) commenced

in September 1968, and terminated in June 1971. The cumulative

enrollment over that three year period was 1,749 of which 512

were accessed in FY 72, hence, the precommissioning retention

of the Class of 1972 was approximately 30 percent. The data

* ,for the remaining three classes, while showing a slight up-

ward trend, is fairly constant. It is important to note that

the first class to have the stipend available for the entire,

period was the Class of 1975 and its retention rate was over

four percent higher than the Class of 1972.

,.I, :2 2. ..
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Table 7

4 Year (FY 72-75) Cumulative PLC Enrollment
Vs. Accessions (Intraprogram Retention)7

Cumulative
FY Enrollment Accessed Percentage

1972 1,749 512 29.27

1973 1,970 619 31.42

1974 2,011 606 30.13

1975 2,489 835 33.54

Total 8,219 2,572 31.29

Table 8

Cost Per PLC Commission Based on FY 1975 Costs8

Item Cost

Recruiting Cost $ 1,963.00

Active Duty (Training) Salary 650.00

Maximum Stipend 2,700.00

Training, Travel, Admin. Costs 6,600.00

Total $11,913.00

Table 9 shows actual PLC stipend participants from PY 72-

76 and projects stipend participants through FY 80. Stipend
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expenditures are obtained by multiplying $900.00 timer the totni

number of participants for a particular fisc:l yesr. Approprin-

tions for the Financial Assistance Program are based upon $900.0()0

per participantl however, it is unlikely that the total appropria-

tion would ever be spent since a few participants will be mid-year

graduates who are ineligible for the entire $900.00 and other

participants may be forced to drop out of college, hence, those

individuals would be ineligible for further payment. The projec-

tions are approximate and are predicated upon the continued

growth which PLC has exhibited over the past four years.

Table 9

Maximum Total PLC Program Stipend Expenditures
Fiscal Years 1972-1976 and Projected Stipend

Participation through Fiscal Year 19809

/i

Stipend Stipend
FY Participants Expenditures

1972 4$ 399,600.00

1973 701 630,900.00

1974 911 819,900.00

1975 963 866,700.00

1976 1,022 919,800,00

* 1977 *1,100 *990,000.00

" 1978 *1,200 *1,080,000.00

1979 *1,300 *1,170.000.00

1980 *l,400 *1,260,000.0o

* Projected
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Table 10 shows Yarine Corps recruiting results for

stipend payment within the PLC Program since Public Law 92-

172 was signed in November 1972. FY 1972 stipend recruiting

was incomplete for the reason stated below. The data confirms

that a relatively constant percentage of the eligible inventory

has elected to participate in the Financial Assistance Program

(stipend).

Table 10

PLC Stipend Recruiting Results
I Fiscal Year 1972-197610

Est. Total % of Eligible
FY Selected Eligible Inventory

1972* 444 2,022 21.95

S. 1973 701 2,065 34.43

1974 911 2,500 36.44

1975 963 2,700 35.66

1976 1,022 2.900 35.24

*PL 92-172 was not signed by the President until November 19711
f hence recruiting did not commence until November and the appli-

cation deadline was 31 January 1972. In subsequent years,
applications were received from 1 September - 31 January.

/9
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Table 11

"PLC Production Percentages Fiscal Year 1970-197 Vs.
Total USMC Accessions and Total Accessionl

% PLC Production Vs. % PLC Production Vs. JSMC/
FY USMCR Accessions USMCR Total Accessions

1970 31.33 26.87

1971 41,54 35.85

1972 34.96 29.04

1973 37.86 27.36

1974 42.77- 31.45

1975 47.44 36

!L976 41.42 26.8

Total 39 29.75

The profile indicated in Table 12 shows what the Marine

. -~ Corps believes to be an "ideal year" in terms of production of

officers. In view of the percent of PLC contribution to total

Marine Corps accessions over the past seven years it becomes

evident that PLC is not reachinp the conceptualized goal. In

fact, although PLC attrition was lower in 1975 than it was in

1972, the Marine Corps still has a considerable distance to

t cover before PLC produces its share of the total accession

goal.

-, -1
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Table 12

Profiles Marine Officer Procurement--"Ideal Year" 1 2

Ideal Year

Program Desired % of Total Product'on

Naval Programs (USNA-NROTC) 20

PLC 58

SOfficer Candidate Class 10

" Woman Officer Candidate Class 2

Active Duty Programs 10

Table 13 indicates what percent of total accessions

PLC has produced over the past seven years and, using the 58

percent conceptualized goal, what the PLC contribution would

have been to attain the goal.

Table 1)

PLC Percentage of Total Accessions
"Fiscal Years 1970-1976

What "Ideal" Actual % of
Production "Ideal" Pro-

"Actual PLC Total Should Have duction
FY Production Production Been Attained Attained

1970 830 3.089 1,792 46.3

1971 725 2,022 1,173 61.8

1972 512 1,763 1,023 50.04

"1973 619 2,262 1,312 47.2

"1974 606 1,927 1#113 54.2

S .. -.-s " .. . .- . . . --
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Table 13 (Continued)

What "Ideal" Actual % ofProduction "Ideal" Pro-
Actual PLC Total Should Have du-'.ion

FY Production Production Been Attained Attained

1975 835 2,320 1.346 62

1976 565 2,108 1,223 46.2

Table 14

Retention Rates of Comparative Army, Navy and Marine Corps
Service Commissioning Programs (Officers on Active Duty

Between 10 and 20 Years of Commissioned Service)

Program Retention Rate %

U.S. Military Academy 6213

SU.S. Naval Academy 61.514

ROTC RA DMG 42.215

ROTC RA Scholarship 40.116

NROTC Scholarship 34.617

ROTC OBV IV (Scholarship) 29.818

PLC 27.519

ROTC OBV III (Flip) 24.920

Marine Corps OCS 21.821

NROTC (Contract) 19.722

ROTC OBV II 14.823

SArmy OCS 5.824

S " •c _ . '-' ... •"
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Graph 1 PLC Sumer Training Result4s FT 69-75
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Aceossd Graph 2s PLC Accessions (Production) vs. USMCR Accessions
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Table 1

Summary of Senior ROTC Enrollment 1

(1975-76)

Student Enrollment

Total Fr So. jr. r

2,1120581 665o537 495,177 494,677 487,190

*1,223.554 365.356 279,642 288,267 290.289

* 919,027 300,181 215,535 206,410 196,901

ROTC Enrollment

Total PSI NS! S!XSIV

48,400 26,395 9,809 6,702 5,495

039,076 19.933 7.951 5,993 5.199

so 9,324 6,462 1,857 709 296

*ii a e
*Palo

**Female

Table 2 ,4
Percentage of Students by Class and Sex

Participating in Senior ROTC
(1975-76)

4

Total

Participation Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior

Total 2.26 3.96 1.98 1.35 1.13

Yale 3.19 5.45 2.84 2.07 1.79

Female 1.01 2.15 .86 .34 .15

Data derived from Table 1.
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Table 3

Senior ROTC Participation By College With
Male Undergraduate Enrollments of

Lees Than 2500, 2500- 000 and
More Than 5 0001

College Male Kale ROTCEnrollment Enrollment Percentae

U. of Conn. 7,824 147 1.89

U. of Del. 5,913 232 3.92

Georgetown U. 2.627 94 3.58

Howard U. 3,083 90 2.92

Fla. A&M 2,428 146 6.01

Fla. Tech. 1,993 127 6.37

Fla. So. 707 61 8.63

Fla. St. 6,995 139 1.99

Stetson 1,034 84 8.12

U. of Fla. 13,019 163 1.25

U. of Miami 5,655 165 2.92

U. of Tampa 1,158 202 17.44

Columbus Col. 2,326 78 3.35

Ft. Valley St. 802 l0q 13.47

Ga. Tech. 5,315 126 2.37

Ga. Mil. Col. 179 118 65.92

Ga. St. U. 6,153 55 .89

Mercer 1,825 88 4.82

No. Ca. Col. 648 251 38.73

U. of Ga. 8,176 147 1.80

U. of Maine 4,237 150 3.54



Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTC PercentageEn~rollment Enrollment Pretg

Johns-Hop. 1,562 65 4.1(
Loyola 955 125 13.09

Morgan St. 1,949 112 5.75

West vd. 642 85 13.24

MIT 3,384 51 1.51

N.E. Univ. 9,025 116 1.29

U. of Pans. 10,678 79 .74

Worchester 1,983 143 7.21

U. of N.H. 4,449 79 1.78

Princeton 2,895 52 1.80

Rider 2,055 66 3.21

Rutgers 10,611 70 .66

Seton Hall 2,875 76 2.64

St. Peters 1,522 50 3.29

Alfred 1.010 57 5.64

Canisius 1,563 70 4.48

Clarkson Tech. 2,398 97 4.05

Cornell 7,329 85 1.16

Fordham 2,982 93 3.12

Hofstra 2,535 86 3.39

Niagara 1,365 64 4.69

New York Poly 1.455 123 8.45

Renssaler 3,344 73 2.18

Rochester Tech. 4,293 74 1.72
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Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTC Percentage

eEnrollment Enrollment

Siena 1,424 169 11.87

St. Bonaventure 1*245 129 10.36

St. Johns 50371 120 2.23

St. Lawrence 1,242 63 5.07

Syracuse 5,64&7 75 1.33

App. St. U. 3,630 121 3.33

Campbell 1,644 137 8.33

Davidson 965 120 12.44.

No. Carol. A&T 2,410 157 6.51

NC St. U. 9,158 161 1.76

St. Augustines 709 132 18.61

Wake Forest 1,872 141 7.53

Bucknell 1,835 77 4.20

Carnegie-Mellon 2,255 49 2.17

Dickinson 886 76 8.58

Drexel U. 3,661 102 2.79

Duquesne 2,770 69 2.49

Gannon 1,208 62 5.13

Gettysburg 1,115 84 7.53

Indiana St. 3,952 316 8.0

Lafayette 1,489 77 5.17

LaSalle 2,322 97 4.18

Lehigh 3,140 84 2.68

Penn St. 22,362 464 2.07
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Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTCEnrollment Enrollment Percentage

Temple 7,504 62 .83

U. of Pa. 4,740 102 2.15

Pitt 7,011 77 1.10

Scranton 1,715 99 5.77

Valley Forge 104 92 88.46

Wash & Jeff 734 202 27.52

Widener 951 53 5.57

U. of Puerto Rico 5,408 296 5.47

Rio Piedras 8,232 734 8.92

Providence 2,079 115 5.53

U. of R.H. 4,668 151 3.23

Citadel 1,866 342 18.33

Clemson 5.652 115 2.03

Furman 1,179 183 15.52

Presbyterian 482 140 29.05

Sc St. 1.137 421 37.03

Wofford 914 157 17.18

Norwich 875 371 42.4

U. of Vt. 3,471 107 3.08

WM 2,202 91 4.13

Hampton Inst. 975 92 9.44

Norfolk St. 2,153 318 14.77

Old Dom. U. 4,434 82 1.85

U. of Rich. 1.637 154 9.41
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Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTCEnrollment Enrollment Percentage

U. of Va. 5,597 117 2.0n

VNI 1,178 590 50.08

VPI 10,246 115 1.12

Va. St. U. 1,848 299 16.18

SW Mo. St. 4,911 191 3.89

U. of Mo. (Col) 9,232 95 1.03

U. of Mo. (Rolla) 3,376 71 2.10

Wash. U. 2,534 75 2.96

Wentworth Mil. 84 75 89.29

Westminster 735 115 15.65

Bowling Gr. St. U. 6,179 89 1.44

Cent. St. 1.253 103 8.22

John Carroll 1,434 68 4.74

Kent St. 8,216 136 1.66

Ohio St. 20,295 148 .73

Ohio U. 5,971 35 .57

Akron 6,022 89 1.48

Cincinatti 10,889 61 .56

Dayton 2,993 95 3.17

Toledo 4,377 123 2.81

Xavier 1,053 116 11.01

Younrstown 5,505 147 2.67

Austin-Peay 1,589 120 7.55
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Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTCEnrollment Enrollment Percentage

Carson-Newman 732 107 14.6&

ETSU 4,483 148 3.30

Mid. Tenn. St. 4,177 270 6.46

Tenn. Tech. 3,313 155 4.68

U. of Tenn. (Chatt..) 2,368 99 4.18

U. of Tenn. 11,575 445 3.84

U. of Term (Martin) 2.443 149 6.1

Vanderbilt 2,685 88 3.28

Marquette 3,678 55 1.50

Ripon 539 53 9.83

St. Norbert 770 59 7.66

U. of Wisc. (LaCrosse) 3,379 127 3.76

U. of Wisc. (Mad) 13,995 97 .69

U. of Wisec. (Mil) 10,227 78 .76

U. of Wisc. (Oak) 4,080 82 2.0

W&L 1,345 115 9.55

Marshall 3,220 91 2.83

W. Va. St. Col. 1,404 133 9.47

U. of W. Va. 8,597 133 1.55

DePaul 2,467 38 1.54

Knox 646 23 3.56

Loyola 2,936 85 2.90

No. Ill. U. 9,023 54 .67

U. of Ill. 26,730 148 .55
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Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTC

Enrollment Enrollment Percentage

W. Ill. U. 6,910 139 2.01

Wheaton 990 255 25.76

Ind. Tech. 314 41 13.06

U. of Ind. 12,503 136 1.09

Purdue 14,123 101 .72

Rose-Hulman Tech. 1,022 559 54.7

Notre Dame 5,408 161 2.98

E. Ky. U. 4,513 1,337 29.63

Morehead 2,705 228 8.43

Murray St. 3,468 141 4.07

U. of Ky. 9,402 118 1.26

W. Ky. U. 5,383 251 4.66

Cent. Mich. 6,497 112 1.72

E. Vich. 6,754 100 1.48

Mich. St. 18,084 92 .51

Mich. Tech. 5,326 152 2.85

No. Mich. U. 3,343 82 2.45

U. of Det. 1,760 52 2.95

U. of Mich. 11,609 54 .47

W. Mich. U. 8.959 87 .97

Cent. Misso. St. Col 3,290 168 5.11

Kemper 57 54 94.74

Lincoln U. 1,186 275 23.19

Mo. Western 1,324 40 3.02
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Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTC Percentage

Enrollment Enrollment

NE Mo. St. 2,186 275 12.58

U. of Wise. (Platte-
ville) 2.562 155 6.05

U. of Wise, (S.P.) 4,351 94 2.16

U. of Wise, (White-
water) 3,107 87 2.8

Ala. A&M 1,636 531 32.45

Auburn 8,989 138 1.54

Jacksonville 2,884 281 9.74

Marion Inst. 179 147 82.12

Tuskegee 10595 113 7.08

U. of Ale. 7,008 338 4.82

U. of No. Ala. 1.835 121 6.59

U. of So. Ala. 3,000 105 3.5

Ark. Tech. 1,205 116 9.63

Ark. St. 3,023 130 4.30

Henderson St. 1,424 107 7.51

Ouachita Bap. 731 254 34.75

Southern St. 841 64 9.99

U. of Cent. Ark. 1,817 99 5.27

U. of Ark. 5,685 92 1.62

U. of Ark (Pine
Bluff) 1,176 379 32.22

Kan. St. (Pitt.) 1,804 103 5.71

KSU 7,393 89 1.20
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Table 3 (Continued)

Male Male ROTCCollege Enrollment Enrollment Percentage

U. of Ks. 8,493 92 1.08

Wichita St. 3,730 39 1.05

LSU 10,164 111 1.09

Loyola of the So. 1,130 102 9.03

MeNeese St. 2,534 104 4,10

Nicholls St. 2,910 44 1.51

NE La. 4,787 179 3.74

NW St. U. 2,580 82 3.18

SE La. 2,758 114 4.13

Southern U. 3,902 65 1.67

Tulane 2,898 79 2.73

Alcorn St. 1,279 121 9.46

Jackson St. 2,411 181 7.51

U. of At. 10,387 134 1.29

Cal. Poly. 8,002 164 2.05

Claremont 1,534 100 6.52

San Jose St. 11,496 81 .70

U. of Cal (Berk) 12,075 96 .79

U. of Cal (Davis) 6,127 205 3.35

UCLA 11,351 104 .92

U of Cal (S.B.) 6,363 62 .97

U. of SP 1,318 71 5.39

U. of Santa Clara 2,006 70 3.49
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Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTC

Enrollment Enrollment Percentage

Col. Sch. of Mines 1,765 506 28.67

Col. St. U. - 7,476 107 1.43

U. of So. Col. 2,430 145 5.97

U. of Col. 10,054 91 .90

U. of Hawaii 8,345 130 1.56

Id. St. U. 1,884 99 5.25

U. of Id. 3,609 130 3.6

Ia. St. U. 10,827 99 .91

U. of Ia. 7,606 74 .97

St. John's 1,670 82 4.91

U. of Minn. 17.867 92 .51

Mt. St. U. 4.556 120 2.63

U. of Mt. 4,348 71 1.63

Creighton 1,450 63 4.34

Kearney St. 1,833 125 6.82

U. of Neb. 9,403 85 .90

U. of Nev. (Reno) 2,946 405 13.75

No. Dak. St. 3,512 89 2.53

U. of No. Dak. 3,619 84 2.32

Ore. St. U. 8.436 88 1.04

U. of Ore. 6,972 40 .57

So. Dak. M&T 1,045 93 8.9

So. Dak. St. 3,235 133 4.11

U. of So. Dak. 2,358 305 12.93
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Table 3 (Continued)

College Male Male ROTCEnrollment Enrollment Percentage

miss. St. 6,062 321 5.30

U. of Miss. 3,596 192 5.34

U. of So. Mine. 4,041 484 11.98

E. NM St. U. 1,743 146 8.38

NMMI 421 343 81.48

NM St. U. 4,498 83 1.85

Cameron 2,703 93 3.44

Cent. St. U. 5,364 62 1.16

3. Cent. Ok. St. 1,359 68 5.00

NW St. Col. 754 39 5.17

Ok St. U. 10,514 181 1.72

SW St. Col. 2,171 84 3.87

U. of Ok. 8,141 83 1.02

Bishop 837 198 23.65

Hardin-Simmons 752 77 10.25

Midwestern 1,548 86 5.55

Prarie View 1,980 736 37.17

Rice 1,800 59 3.28

St. Mary's 1,352 103 7.62

Sam Houston St. 4,528 81 1.79

S.F. Austin St. 4,591 82 1.79

Tarleton St. 1,507 135 8.96

Texas A&I 2,570 80 3.11

Texas A&M 14,531 586 4.03
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Table 3 (Continued)

Male Male ROTCCollege Enrollment Enrollment Percentage

TCU 1,819 45 2.47

Texas Tech. 10,930 100 .91

Trinity 1,338 113 8.45

Houston 8,074 96 1.19

U. of Texas (Arl) 9,330 ill 1.19

U. of Texas 19,182 90 .47

UTEP 5,541 148 2.67

W. Texas St. U. 2,465 61 2.47

U. of Ala3ka 1,627 30 1.84

ASU 13,461 736 1.75

BYU 10,796 361 3.34

U. of Utah 9,320 118 1.26

Utah St. 4,481 81 1.80

Weber St. 4,086 6? 1.64

E. Wash. St. 3,194 96 3.0

Gonzaga 956 97 11.33

Seattle 1,064 49 4.6

U. of Wash. 13,723 97 .71

WSU 7,482 104 1.39

U. of Wy. 3,799 58 1.53
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Table 4

ROTC Participation by College Size

*@

Total Male Total
Size Undergraduates Male ROTC lercentage

Nor* than 5,000 804,265 12,324 1.53

2500-5000 251,569 9,953 3.96

Less than 2,500 167,720 16,799 10.016

Total 1,223,554 39,076 3.19

Table 5

Undergraduate and First Professional Degree Enrollment
in All Institutions of Higher Education

By Sex and Attendance Status
(1975-1982)3 (In Thousands)

Year Men Women Full-Time Part-Time

1975 4,189 3,444 5,431 2,202

1976 4,259 3.513 5,517 2,255

1977 4,322 3,577 5,595 2,304

1978 4,362 3,621 5.647 2,336

1979 4,366 3,635 5,653 2,348

1980 4,353 3,638 5,637 2,354

1981 4,322 3.621 5,597 2,346

1982 4,253 3,578 5,525 2.305

/I
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Table 6

Summary of Enrollment in All Institutions of Higher
Education By Degree Credit (2 year or 4 year)

1975-19R24 (In Thousands)

Year 4 Year Degree 2 Year Degree

1975 6v638 2,007

1976 6,724 2,087

1977 6,811 2.l,4

1978 6,862 2,207

1979 6,861 2.255

1980 6,842 2,261

1981 6,790 2,261

1982 6o684 2,243

Table 7

Estimated Percentage of Full-Time Male Enrollment In
Four Year and Two Year Academic DiRciplines

1975-1982 (In Thousands)

Year % 4 Year Degree 2 Year Degree

1975 54.66 (2969) (1097)

1976 54.79 (3023) (1143)

1977 54.72 (3062) (1179)

1978 54.64 (3086) (1206)

1979 54.57 (3085) (1221)

1980 54.47 (3070) (1228)

1981 54.41 (3"W5) (1230)

1982 54.31 (3000) (1218)

A M_ _1 8. -'*- **~ ~ i~eE*~uf
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Table H

Estimated Male Znrollment at ROTC Universities and
Non-ROTC Universities Using SY 1975-1976

An the Base Year (In Thousands) *

Year ROTC Universities Non-ROTC Universities

1975 1,224 1,745

1976 1.246 1,777

1977 1,262 1,800

1978 1,272 1,814

1979 1,272 1,813

1980 1,265 1.805

1981 1,255 1,790

1982 1,237 1.763

*41.22 percent of all undergraduate males in 1975-76 were
located on campuses which offered ROTC.

Table 9

Projected ROTC Retention Levelse
Classes of 1978 and 19795

Class MSI MSII MSIII YSIV Accessed RetentionPercentage

1978 21,171 9,808 7,594 7,944  7,563 35.72

1979 26,395 11,624 10,060 9,426 7,913 29.97

Average Retention Percentages .33
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Table 10

Number of Institutions of 111goer Education By
Size and Degree Status" (1972)

(In (Thousands) (Throusands)
Size Number Thousands) 4 Yr 4 Year 2 Yr 2 Year

Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment

Less Than
2,500 1,851 1.618 1,181 1,004 670 614

2500-5000 328 1,161 185 652 143 509

Greater
Than 5.000 486 6,436 335 4,893 151 1,543

OCrowth factor of college enrollment from 1972 to 1975s 6%.7

**Proportion of male to female college enrollments 54.5 , 45.5.

**01975 percentage of full-time to part-time studentsa 71%.

Table 11

Estimated 1975 Enrollment by Size of College
and Degree Status (In Thousands)

Size Total Enrollment 4 Year Degree 2 Year Degree

Legs Than

2,500 1.715 1.064 651

2.500-5,000 1,231 691 540

Over 5,000 6,822 5,187 1,635
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Table 12

Estimated Male Full-Time Enrollment By Size of
College and Degree Status (1975)

Size Total P.T.
Pale 4 Year 2 Year

Enrollment Degree Degree

Less than
2,500 664 412 252

2500-5000 176 267 209

Over 59000 2o640 2,0C7 6133

Table 13

Number of ROTC Universities by Size and Male Enrollment
As Compared with Non-ROTC Universities by Size

And Male Enrollment (1975) (4 Year Degree
Only) (Not Necessarily Full-Time)

(In Thousands)

ROTC Male Non-ROTC Ent. Male
Size Univ Enrollment Univ Enrollment

Less Than
2.500 120 168 1,061 458

2500-5000 71 252 114 79

Over 5.000 86 804 249 2,023

Table 14
Estimated Full-Time Male Enrollment on Campuses Where

ROTC is Not Hosted by Size
*(Using 71% of the Student Population as Full-Time)

(In Thousands)

Size Full-Time Male Enrollment

Less Than 2,500 0325

2,500-5,000 0042 (0056) - (0014)
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Table 14 (Continued)

Size Full-Time Male Enrollment

Over 5,000 1436

*Deduct 14.,000 for 3 academy enrollments.

Table 15

Interest in CCP Affiliation by Size of College
Based on Factors of ROTC Interest and

Eligibility (Male Only)

Interest and Total InterestedSize Eligibility and Eligible
Factor Population

Less Than 2,500 (Same as ROTC) (10%) 32,500

2500-5000 (Same as ROTC) (3.96%) 1,663

Over 5.000 (Same as ROTC) (1.53%) 21o971

Total (3.19%) 56,134

Table 16

1975 Percentage of College Students by Academic Class8

Freshmens 30% (0545)

Sophomorsm 23% (0418)

Juniors, 24% (0436)

Seniorst 23% (0418)
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Table 17

Percentage of Male ROTC Participation By
Academic Class 9 (1975

Freshmans 51%

Sophomoress 20%

Juniorst 15%

Seniors, 14%

Table 18

Level of Probable Male Participation in CCP By Class
And Size of College at Colleges Where ROTC is

Not Located (Same Interest Level as
ROTC)

Size Academic Class CCP Population

Lose Than 2,500 Freshmen (51%) 16,575

Sophomores (20%) 6.500

Juniors (15%) 4,875

Seniors (14%) 4,550

2,500-5.000 Freshmen 848

Sophomores 333

Juniors 249

Seniors 233

Over 5,000 Freshmen 11,205

Sophomores 4,394

Juniors 3,296

Seniors 3,076
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Table 18 (Continued)

Size Academic Class CCP Population

Total Freshmen 28.628

Sophomores 11,227

Juniors 8o420

Seniors 7,859

* Percentage of Beginning MS IV Enrollment that is accessed
(Based on 1975 figures, 85%) (Derived from FY 75 Beginning
MS IV enrollment and actual FY 75 ROTC accessions (4,149 of
4,892)

Percentage of CCP seniors who could expect to be accessed, 6.6P0.

The following tables are based upon male projected par-

ticipation levels at different size non-ROTC colleges and

universities which are less than ROTC levels. The lower partici-

pation levels are projected based on lees campus visibility than

ROTC and the experience of the Marine Corps in PLC recruiting at

colleges where ROTC is not hosted.

Table 19

Participation Factor of .66 of ROTC at 4 Year
Colleges with Less than 2,500 Yale Students

Class Factor Projected Participation

Total 6.66 21,645

Freshmen 6.66 (11,039)

Sophomores 6.66 (40329)

Juniors 6.66 (3,247)

Seniors 6.66 (3,030)
a . . • . . , " -- --
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Table 19 (Continued)

Participation Factor of .50 of ROTC at 4 Year
Colleges with Less than 2,500 Male Enrollment

Class Factor Projected Participation

Total 5.0 16g250

Freshmen 5.0 (8,288)

Sophomores 5.0 (3L250)

Juniors 5.0 (2o437)

Seniors 5.0 (2,275)

Accessions 1.934

Participation Factor of .66 of ROTC at 4 Year
Colleges with Between 2,500 and 5,000

Yale Students

Class Factor Projected Participation

Total 2.61 1,096

Freshmen 2.61 (559)

Sophomores 2.61 (219)

Juniors 2.61 (164)

Seniors 2.61 (154)

Accessions 2.61 130

Participation Factor of .50 of ROTC at 4 Year
Colleges with Between 2,500 and 5,000

Yale Students

Class Factor Projected Participation

Total 1.98 832

Freshmen 1.98 (424)

Sophomores 1.98 (166)

Juniors 1.98 (125)

Seniors 1.98 (117)
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Table 19 (Continued)

Participation Factor of .66 of ROTC at 4 Year
Colleges with over 5.000 Male Students

Class Factor Projected Participation

Total 1.0 140360

Freshmen 1.0 (7,324)

Sophomores 1.0 (2,872)

Juniors 1.0 (2,154)

Seniors 1.0 (2,010)

Accessions 1.0 1,709

Participation Factor of .50 of ROTC at 4 Year

Colleges with over 5,000 Male Students

Class Factor Projected Participation

Total .77 119057

Freshmen .77 (5,639)

Sophomores .77 (2,211)

Juniors .77 (1,659)

Seniors .77 (1,548)

Accessions 10316

Table 20

Projected CCP Total Accessions from Non-ROTC Colleges
by Factor of the ROTC Participation Level

Participation Level Projected Annual Accessions

Same as ROTC 6,680

.66 of ROTC 4,415

.50 of ROTC 3,349
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Table 20 (Continued)

Probable Accuracy of Different Participation Levels.

CCP Participation Level Same as ROTCs 10%

CCP Participation Level .66 of ROTC, 40%

CCP Participation Level .50 of ROTC, 50%

Probable Number of CCP Accessions Based on Weighted Average

Levels, 4,109

Table 21

The PLC Experience in Procurement and
Retention As It Could Relate to CCP

PLC Historical Procurement to Annual
Require- Procurement % Accession Access-
ment By Class Retention % Procurement ions

5,000 Freshmens 30% 16,700 5.012
41% of quota

Freshmen (6847)
Sophomore, Sophomore(5344)
32% of quota Junior (4509)

Juniors
27% of quota

Total Male Full-Time Undergraduate Enrollment at Non-ROTC
Colleges and Universities by Class, 1,817,000

(See Table 16)

Annual CCP

Class Size Requirement %

Freshmen 545.000 6,847 1.26

Sophomore 418.000 5,344 1.28

Junior 436,000 4,509 1.03



Table 22

A Hypothetical Total Male Undergraduate Class From the
Freshmen Through Junior Year at Non-ROTC

Universities as Compared to the CCP
Total Requirement for this Class.

(See Table 16)

Average Male Strength of the
Class During the 3 Year Total % Required

Period Requirement For CCP
466,ooo 16,700 3.58

Table 23

Collegiate Commissioning Program Estimated Costs
(Army Estimate) 1 0

Asswumti ons,

a. ROTC officer production will be limited to that necessary
to meet Active Force requirements (FY 77 PBD #5 and #128).

b. Collegiate Precommissioning Program (CCP) would be the
primary source of officer production to offset shortfalls gen-
erated by ROTC Program constraints.

c. Production requirements will approximate L,500-5.000
annually.

Program Flow/Related Costs

Phase I - Recruiting (not included In cost per graduate)

Recruiting/Advertising costs - $1,913 per accession.

Accession recruiting costs estimated from comparison of PLC
accession cost ($2,693.89) and enlisted accession cost ($1,132)

S$1.913 per year.

Phase II - Enlistment in USAR

AFIES cost included in cost per accession above.

Cost includes Lodging, food. medical, testing, travel,
administration.
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Table 23 (Continued)

Phase III - First Summer Camp

Based on BCT cost - FY 75. Adjust for E5. Total - $3,468.

Phase IV - Reserve Unit Affiliation

$100 9 month subsistence 10 months * $1,000

Correspondence Courses 68
Total $19068

Phase V - Second Summer Camp

$2.247 - Based on cost of ROTC summer camp.

Phase VI - Reserve Unit Affiliation

$100 @ month subsistance 10 months * $1,000

Correspondence Courses * 68

Total $1,068

Phase VII - Added Personnel Costs

0.1 over 2 a $746.35

0-1 under 2- 719.05

27.30 24 months $655

difference over 2 years - $655

0-2 over 4 - $1,093.45

0-2 over 2 - 891.25

202.20 12 months - $2,426.40

difference over 1 year = $2,426.40

Total $3,081.60 per officer

Added Training Costs - $489,073 Total

Personnel increases for training administration.

$489,073 +- 12,900 - $38.00 per candidate
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Table 23 (Continued)

Added Program Administration

Personnel increases for personnel administration.

$2520909 - 12.900 - $19.60 per candidate.

Total Cost Per Accessioni $12,903.20 or approximately $12,900.
(Less OBC costs)

Table 24

Cost Per Commissionse of Army. Navy and Marine Corps
Officer Programs (Less Post Commissioning Initial

Schooling) Based on---Y 75 Dollar Costs

Program Cost Per Accession

U.S. Military Academy $79,92011

U.S. Naval Academy 71,50012

NROTC 4 Year Scholarship 22g88513

ROTC 4 Year Scholarship 22928214

RROTC Contract (Nonscholarshtip) 17.24515

ROTC (Nonecholarship) 13.03616

Collegiate Commission Program 1 7

(Army Estimate) 12,9001(Loss OBC costs)

PLC (Maximum Financial 18
Assistance) 11*913

Army OCS 11,30919

Marine Corps OCS 5.88920
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Table 29
ROTC Actual Opening Enrollment School Years 1974-75.

1975-76, 1976-77 and Projected Enrollments
School Years 1977-78, 1978-79

Enrollment
SY Male Female Total

74-75 77-78 MS I 16,214 4,957 21.171
76-77 MS II 6,339 1,103 7,441
75-76 MS III 5,548 294 5,842
74-75 MS IV 4.892 0 4,82

Total 32,992 6,354 39,340

75-76 78-79 MS I 19,933 6,462 26.395
77-78 MS II 7,951 1,857 9,808
76-77 MS I11 5.993 709 6,702
75-76 NS IV 5.192 226 ý,421

Total 39,076 9,324 46,400

76-77 79-80 XS I 21,540 7.769 29,309
78-79 MS II 9.165 2,459 11,624
77-78 MS III 6,585 1,009 7,594
76-77 MS IV 5.461 620 6.08l

Total 42,751 11.857 54,6005

77-" 80-81 PS I 30.000 *Projection
79-80 MS II 13,895
78-79 MS 111 10.060
77-78 MS IV Z* "* 7.244_

Total C 6,d99

78-79 l-P2 I **1 30.000 *Projection
P0-8i PS II 13.895
79-80 MS III 11,227
78-79 YS IV 4.426

Total .64,54d

Sources for Table 28:

Headquarters, Department of the Army, "Senior ROTC Cost Per
Graduate Model" (Washington, D.C., 1976).

Headquarters, Department of the Army. "Information Paper.
Senior ROTC Program DAPE-MPO-R" (Washington. D.C., 1976).

Headquarters, United States Army Training and Doctrine
Command, "Final Preliminary SROTC Enrollment and Status Report,"
(Fort Monroe, Virginia. 1976).
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Table 29

Growth in the ROTC Program from Baseline Year
SY 74-75 and Growth Projections for SY 77-78

and SY 78-79 (Wale and Female)

SY Enrollment Increase % of Growth

74-75 MS I 21,171
(Base Line) MS II 7 441

MS III 5,842
V. IV 4,822

Total 39,346

75-76 KS I 26.395 5,224 24.67
MS II 9,808 2,367 31.81
MS III 6,702 860 14.72
vs IV 54 60, 12.32
Total 48,400 9,054 23.01

76-77 MS I 29,309 8,138 38.44
MS II 11,624 4.183 56.21
vs III 7,594 1,752 29.98
MS IV 6.081 .1182 24.30
Total 54,608 15,262 38.79

*77-78 MS I 30,000 8,829 41.7
MS II 13,895 6,454 86.73
MS II1 10,060 4,218 72.2
MS IV 7.944 _.052 62,_2
Total 61,d9 ZZ,553

*78-79 AS I 30,000 8,829 41.7
MS II 13,895 6,454 86.73
MS 11 11,227 5.385 92.17
NS IV 9.426 . 4.53 92.68
Total 64,5" 25,202 64.05
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Table 30

Incremental Growth in ROTC (Actual SY 74-77)
(Projected SY 78-79) from the Previous Year

% of Growth
SY Increase from Previous Yebr

74?-75 (Baseline) MS I 21,171 (Baseline)
MS II 7,441 (Baseline)
KS 111 ,842 (Baseline)
MS IV 4,892 (Baseline)
Total 39,346

75-76 YS I 5,224 24.67
MS II 2,367 31.81
MS II 860 14.72
MS IV 603 12.32

Total 9,054 23.01

76-77 MS I 2,914 11.04
MS II 1.816 18.51
MtS III 892 13.31
Ms IV 586 10.66

Total 6,208 12.83

77-78* (Projected)MS I 691 2.36
MS II 2,271 19.4
MS III 2,466 32.47
MS IV 1.863 30.63

Total 7,291 13.35

78-79* (Projected)MS I 0 0
MSII 0 0
MS III 1,167 11.60
MS IV 1.482 18.65

Total 2,649 4.28

/
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Table 31 confirms Army officer (line officer) procurement

In FY 75. This table is important in that it establishes a base

for an actual production year which corresponds to the cost data

(FY 75).

Table 31

FY 75 Line Officer Procurement (Objective and Actual)
Active Army Only23

Objective Actual % of Obj.
Source Male Female Male Female (Male Only)

USMA 860 0 823 0 95.7

ROTC 4,065 0 4,149 0 102.06

OCS 350 0 337 0 96.28

Dir. Appt. 368 350 15 350 4.08

Vo.Act. Du./
misc. 0 0 230 0 --

Total 5,643 350 5,554 350 98.42
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1 Department of Defense, Openn Enrollment Report Sc. oolYear 1_ -1976. (Fort Monroe, Vifrgfnias Headquartes,•T~nedT

ýea - m~ay-aining and Doctrine Command, December 15, 1975),

Ibid. pp. 5-26.

'Yearbook of Higher Education 1.9-4 (Chicago. Marquis
Academic Media, 197-), p. 519M

Ibido, p. 518.

5Department of Defense, "Officer Accession Plan (Line
Officer + MSC) FY 77-820 (Washingtona Headquarters, Department
of the Army, 1976), (n.p.),

6 Yearbook of Hither Education 122-Z-, 2o*. £ir., p. 538.

_Ibid., p. 518.

ci* 0vert.igEnrollment Report School Year _ -17 o
ci__t., p. -o-

9 Ibid.

1 0 Department of Defense, "Cost Justification--Officer
Procurement Programs" (Washington, Headquarters, Department of
the Army, 1976), (n.p.).

1 1lDepartment of Defense, "Cost to Train a Lieutenant"
(Washingtons Headquarters, Department of the Army, January 13,
1976 ),(n.p.).

1 2 Based on Official Correspondence between Mr. Richard A,
Wiley, Office of the General Counsel of the Department of Defense,
and the Honorable James T. Lynn, Director, Office of Management
and Budget, March 11, 1976, (n.p.).

13Ibid.

14"Cost to Train a Lieutenant," 2n. cit., (n.p.).
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18 Wiley# o2. cit., (n.p.),
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2 0 Wiley, 2R. cit.$ (n.p.).
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23Department of Defense. "Line Officer Accession Require.
ment Study (Washington, Headquarters, Department of the Army,
1976). (n.p.).
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Thi:s appendix containn 3n overview of the information

that was; exarrined durinr the coursn of the study. A sub.tantinl

amount 'f the data were not cited in the body of the study-

however, this fact should not imply that the information is

not relevant to officer procurement.

U.S, Statutes Relatin' to the Study

There are three statute:; which have a bearin• on the

otudys Title 10, U.S. Code, Title 39. ýJ.S. Code and Fublic

Law 92-172.

Section 600, Title 10 U.S. Code authorizes the varioui'.

service secretaries to develop and implement officer candidate

type programs for enlisted rezerve members of the appropriate

Armed Service.' The Yarine TLC Program derives statutory

existence from this law and the CCF, If it is established alonr

the r•eneral lines of PLC, will also operate under Title 10,

tJ.S. Code.

Title 37, U.S. Code deals, in part, with pay and

allowances authorized to militiry service members. S;hould

the proposal retarding permanent authority for Public Law 92-17?

be approved by the Congress,. the stipend proerams for both FLC

and CCP will be authorized under Title 37, U.:. Code.

Fublic law 92-172 is a temporary law that was scheduled

to expire on June 30, 1976.3 The law authorizes the payment

of a stipend, at the same amount as the rOTC Subsistence Allowance,
4

to eligible members of the PIC Program. Conpressional action

C-I
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taken in Tune, 1976, resulted in extension of the law until

30 June 1977.

Published Sources

The information that was used to review college enroll-

ment projections through 1910,12 consisted of the Yearbook of

Hipher Education 1974-21 and Accredited Institutions of Hirher

Education. The Yearbook of 1 irher Education .1j -11 is essen-

tially a statistical summary of virtually every significant

fact regarding the collere population, sources of money for

colleges, numbers of instructors and identification of public

and private institutions. Accredited Institutions of h±rhr

Education confirms those colleges or universities that are

accredited by one of the six regional accreditini: associations. 4

Th_•e stem for Educatjn, 'ilitary Officers in the U.s.

is a series of essays edited by f'r. Lawrence J. ,-orb. Th e

essays address all aspects of the military educational :iyst.em

from ROTC to the Army *Jar College. These ess3ys are written by

members of the academic community and are generally criticnl or'

the military system.

qovernment Documents

Army Reeulation 145-1 (At-l 4 5-1), The 5Jenior 71G% 1 ro-rar

is the Army's published document that F'overns the POTC Frorram.

This rerulation prescribes detailed procedures that are tn be

used by profes:sors of military science in the daily administra-

tion of the ?GTC Program. AP 145-1 contains PT"TC peculiar

definitions and is an excellent source document for the techninl

aspects of adrinistering RCTC.
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The II..J. Arn-y Trn! nii° andi :no'troc itr , i .mrand ntninn 1 ly

publiihen an tOpenin.- •nrollirrnt 1:eport ;chrol Yar

This report ir- a detailed review of ROTC .- ronr.or colleres th;it

includes, total undergraduate enrollment byv sex, academi'

year and collefe; total POTC participation by sex, scademi

year and col]ere; and statistical summaries of total enrollment,

and ROTC participation levels by Army Regrion. Examination of

this Dublication and the use of a calculator can produce nearly

any statistic rerardinp the rOTC rrogram.

,'arine Corps Order !rioo.61c, ::illtary 1ersonnel Vrociure-

menrt !,anual is the sinrln -;ourcf document that roverns all *.arlne

Corps enlisted and officer recruiting. The order is semi-techni.•.1.

however, definitions are included. There are only limited avail-

able copies of this order and it is unlikely that the rarine .:orps

would provide a copy for permnnent retention to a student enraged

in research. The 1 arine Corps recruiting stations and officer

selection offices maintain at least one copy of the directive

and it may be possible to rain terpornry accesr, to the doeumert

provided the rep:earch is accomplished at the recruitin- station

or officer selection office.

"tA'PC q 1 2 2 , As An Officer Of '.nrines, is a publication

desimned to attract college rraduates and undergraduates into

?1arine officer candidate prol'rams. The book contains brief

explanations of available programs and a large number of pictures

of ?.arine officers at work. thile this publication is sorr2ýwhat

elementary, it does provide none oxsellent basic inforrrition on

Yarine officer pro'grams. As An Officer Of *arines is available



through the Recruitment -;rnnch, 'Headquarters, [,-. i arine

Corps, *4ashington, ).C. 2030 or any Y'arinp Corps Officer

Selection Office.

The Conrressional Record ii nn exceltent soiirce o,, in-

formation on the s:tatus of officer procure~ment prop-rams:; how-výr,

the research student must know what he is searching for, approxi-

mately when the proceedings took place and where they took place

(House of Representatives or Senate). It is not uncommon for a --

particularly important proceedinr to be reproduced ifito a pam-

phlet by a military service. For example, Admiral Finneran's

testimony before the Armed Services Committee of the U.3. Senate

was printed into a short pamphlet so that Marine action officers

could have easy access to his testimony without retaining an

entire copy of the June 3, 1976, Congressional Pecord. The

pamphlet was titled "Varine Corps Platoon Leaders Class and it

was obtained from Feadquarters, L.S. rM.arine Corps in November,

1976.

Interdepartmental and intradepartmental letters ar2

excellent sources of information re,,ardinr planned chani-es to

existing programs. These letters normally precede any Con!7ression-

al testimony and often contain the positions of the respective

services regarding a particular issue. Letterc frequently con-
tain a great deal of information that is not presented before

Congress and their primary value can be to document that a

particular service initially objected to an issue and later

apparently reversed its position. These letters are not normally

available to the average researcher; however, it may be possible



to obtain a copy of a particular letter from the oririnating

office.

Unpublished Sources (Army)

The Army has a larr-e amount of unpublished material

regarding officer procurement. A particularly valuable source

used in this study was the Army "Line Officer Accession Plan

(Line Officer + f-MSC) FY 7 7 -q 2 ." This plan, which is subject

to frequen t review, provides the basis for recruiting goals for

all officer procurement programs, production requirements and

total planned input to not only the Active Army, but the reserve

components. The document might be released to a reses-rcher

throurh the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the O.rmy (:-in-

power and Reserve Affairs).

The majority of the remaininr Army unpublished material

deals with cost, retention, and officer procurement pro!-ram

enrollment levels. This information is ,sserntinlly raw data

maintained by action officersl however, i'. is primary source

material. It in unlikely that much of this information would

be released unliss the res;earcher wa.t -;pecific about his

intended uf:e of the material.

1:npublishnd Sources (r'arine Corps)

'The Marines do not appear to have retained as much

unpublished material repardin;" officer procuremrent as the :rry.

Records of officer program performance, cost and retention

levels that were made prior to 1970 have either been do:;troyed

or what little information is available is contradictory. 2ince
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1970 the Pecruitment ?ranch .3t ":endquarters, U.r. rnrine Corp:

has maintained detailed and excellent record.,; that rival the

Army's data. Detailed information is available on virtually

every cnte.7ory of attrition or prorram completion; however-,

there is no sinrie document that ties total attrition into

one easily reviewed source. The data are maintained by fiscal

year and separated by prorram.

If there is a weak area in :arine Corps officer

procurement records, it is cost data. Prorram costs are difficult

to find and even when discovered, the document is frequently a

hand written memorandum. The cost estimates forwarded to a-eencies

external to the 1:arine Corps are normally ba.;ed on the handwritten

memorandums. These memorandums are substantially differ.nt f-o~r

the Army's cost estimates because they do not contain the dedu•:-

tive process that was used to compile the data.
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';eneral and Fermanent L~aws of the United Gt-•,x:
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